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The author presents the problem of a lack of emotional and spiritual well-being in
pastors and Christian leaders who minister in the Metropolitan District and The Christian
and Missionary Alliance. In this study, he evaluated the intervention: Leader Life (SDI)
Training, first recruiting 100 participants who completed the training, then using the
Leader Life Evaluation Survey to measure whether Leader Life increased the selfunderstanding, strengthened the soul identity, and improved the relational management of
participants. He interviewed nine participants and searched for indicators of emotional
and spiritual development. The author discovered Leader Life (SDI) Training is an
effective tool to develop Christian leaders, and offered ministry recommendations.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Ministry Problem
There seems to be an epidemic of pastors ‘hitting the wall’ in ministry and
walking away from their callings and dreams. Pastors and church leaders come to the
place where their skills and gifting no longer produce the ministry success they
envisioned. Modern complexities of culture and the demands of church ministry become
a heavy mantel and burden many pastors struggle to carry.
Pastors are overwhelmed because the methods of yesteryear they often employ
are seen as less compelling by the individuals, families and even the church
congregations they serve. What worked yesterday is not working today. Thomas
Ashbrook honestly reflected in his book Mansions of the Heart, “I saw that church
programs and strategies were often, if not always, inadequate in their ability to enable us
to follow Christ through the intricacies of our rapidly changing world. The phrase ‘What
would Jesus do?’ would not cut it. How could I possibly know beyond the bounds of
basic morality or imitation of what I read in the Scriptures?”1 The philosophy ‘fake it
until you make it’ no longer works. Pastors face a postmodern, skeptical society and
critical church culture. This often leaves them working harder and striving to make a
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Thomas R. Ashbrook, Mansions of the Heart: Exploring the Seven Stages of
Spiritual Growth (SanFrancisco: Jossey-Bass, 2013). Kindle.

difference publicly while slipping into frustration and pain due to their ineffectiveness.
As a result they often withdraw to places of fear, discouragement, and doubt.
This ‘wall’ takes on various forms and looks different across circumstances. For
some, hitting this wall results in fatigue, cynicism, depression, emptiness, failed
marriages, moral failings, or collapsed ministries. Even pastors who appear to have
everything together and seem successful are often plagued with the fear that everything
could come crashing down. Pastoral ministry should not be the place where dreams go to
die, where souls shrivel, and callings are abandoned.
These symptoms are often descriptive of individuals failing to thrive in emotional
intelligence, a key resource needed in such circumstances. “People with well-developed
emotional skills are more likely to be content and effective in their lives, mastering the
habits of mind that foster their own productivity; people who cannot marshal some
control over their emotional life fight inner battles that sabotage their ability for focused
work and clear thought.” 2 Emotional intelligence prepares individuals to communicate
effectively, strategize in interpersonal circumstances of difficulty, or discern motivations
of the self and others when working collaboratively to solve problems, guide others, or
seek success. In essence, I will argue that Emotional Intelligence as psychological and
spiritual mindfulness and self-understanding of what and how one thinks, particularly in
the presence of others, is a vital tool for strong, effective ministry.
A pastor can be a brilliant theologian, excellent preacher, and great strategic
leader but if they lack emotional intelligence, their ministry effectiveness will be limited.
In fact most ministry leadership failures come from a lack of self-understanding,
2

Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ (New
York: Random House Publishing Group, 2006), 36. Kindle.
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unhealthy soul needs, and failures in relationships. As an example, in a 2011 research
project on the involuntary termination of clergy, The Alban Institute found, “When
sexual malfeasance was taken out of the scenarios, the lack of skill in managing
interpersonal relationships was the number-one reason clergy got fired. As capable as
these clergy may have been in other dimensions of congregational life, it was their
inability to connect personally with congregants at an emotional level that did them in.”3
Pastoral leaders who fail to understand themselves and other people often fail to
lead their church effectively. Reggie McNeal in his book Practicing Greatness affirms
the growing need for pastors to increase self-understanding. He writes:
The hazards for leaders of not being self-aware are serious and can even be
deadly. Without this insight into themselves and their behavior and motivations,
leaders become subject to unknown or underappreciated forces that influence their
actions and that can sabotage their work. Without appropriate self-awareness,
hidden addictions or compulsions may guide leaders to behaviors that create huge
problems and may dismay, exasperate, and bewilder those they lead. Leaders who
operate without self-awareness run the risk of being blindsided by destructive
impulses and confused by emotions that threaten to derail their agenda and
leadership effectiveness. They may overestimate or underestimate their abilities
and respond unpredictably. For followers, credibility rides or falls on
consistency—something leaders short on self-awareness usually do not have. In
short, leaders lacking self-awareness are besieged from within.4
Pastoral leadership focuses on relationships between God and people, people and people,
and people and their ministers. Successful shepherding requires a leader to navigate
relations with care and understanding of human behaviors and motivations, including his
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Roy M. Oswald and Arland Jacobson, The Emotional Intelligence of Jesus:
Relational Smarts for Religious Leaders (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield
Publishers, 2015), 120. Kindle.
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Reggie McNeal, Practicing Greatness: 7 Disciplines of Extraordinary Spiritual
Leaders (SanFrancisco: Wiley, 2006). Kindle.
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or her own relationships. Therefore, the failure of pastors and Christian leaders to fully
understand themselves leads to failed ministries.
Pastoral ministry must change toward a more emotionally intelligent approach to
serving people since the church is the primary vehicle God uses to bring hope, justice,
and restoration to a broken world. As such, there must be a different approach to training
and equipping pastoral leaders. Indeed, Roy Oswald writes, “Those who train clergy need
to create an environment within which relationships are the focus and where behavior is
critiqued, where people are offered feedback on the impact their words and behavior have
on others.”5 Equipping pastors in emotional intelligence will increase ministry
effectiveness and decrease ministry failure.
District staff in the Metropolitan District of The Christian and Missionary
Alliance (C&MA), including this researcher, recognized the need for a different approach
to training pastors and Christian leaders in C&MA. Under the leadership of Rev. Bruce
Terpstra, they began developing a program called Leader Life (LL) to serve as an
intervention to address the following needs:
1. Increase the self-understanding of church leaders in The C&MA denomination.
2. Strengthen church leaders’ soul identity.
3. Improve church leaders’ relational management.
Leader Life is a 4-day workshop designed to help pastors and church leaders to lead out
of their identity in Christ. The workshop seeks to develop the emotional intelligence of
leaders so they will better understand themselves and others. Self-understanding begins
5

Roy M. Oswald and Arland Jacobson, The Emotional Intelligence of Jesus:
Relational Smarts for Religious Leaders (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield
Publishers, 2015), 119-120. Kindle.
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in the soul and impacts relational management. Leader Life leads participants on a
journey of self-discovery not just about how they are wired, but how that wiring has
impacted their leadership and ministry.
Leader Life utilizes the Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) as the primary tool
of self-discovery. SDI helps participants dialogue about how they view life and other
people. The tool is not designed to define or categorize the participants. Rather, the
Leader Life facilitator mixes training, large group interaction, small group discussion,
and take-home assignments to assist participants in learning about themselves. The more
the group interacts with each other and the exercises, the greater learning participants
experience. The training is designed for people to learn from one another through
collaborative discussion and experiences.
The purpose of this research project is to assess the effectiveness of Leader Life
(SDI) Training. The effectiveness of the training will be demonstrated if participants
show increased scores in self-understanding, strengthened soul identity, and improved
relational management related to measures recalled prior to LL (SDI) Training.

Dissertation Overview
Chapter 2 of this dissertation will review literature related to the pursuit of selfknowledge, relational awareness, and soul identity. Chapter 3 will introduce the
intervention of the Leader Life (SDI) tool and review the research methods chosen to
evaluate the effectiveness of the program. Chapter 4 will review the results supporting
each of the three hypotheses. Chapter 5 will summarize findings related to the literature
and research, and recommendations will be offered.

5

Context
The Metropolitan District of The Christian and Missionary Alliance (Metro
C&MA) is charged with oversight and development of its pastors. Several years ago,
district leadership initiated a coaching system to intentionally develop healthy pastoral
leadership. District staff became ministry coaches for pastors to facilitate self-discovery,
assisting them in personal growth and leadership development. In 2011, about 60 pastors
were coached in the Metro District. Coaches reported positive growth in ministry
effectiveness. However, coaching also revealed deeper needs requiring intervention from
the Metro C&MA District Leadership.
The first area that seemingly needed to be addressed was lack of selfunderstanding among the pastors. Coaches reported that pastors did not seem to realize
what motivated their behavior or how other people perceived them. Pastors did not
understand how their “overdone strengths” were limiting their ministry effectiveness.
Coaches noticed an increase in conflict between church staff, within leadership, and
among the congregation. It appeared much of this conflict centered on interpersonal
differences that could have been easily avoided.
Based on evaluations of feedback collected from the coaching program, it appears
many leadership failures, conflicted situations, and tensions arose from an inability of
ministry teams to manage relationships in healthy ways. In many of these situations,
pastors failed to recognize other people’s motivations and unfortunately assumed
negative motives for certain behaviors. Moreover, church leaders often failed to adjust
their approach to situations or to communicate differently in order to be more effective.

6

District coaches noted that many of the conflicted situations could have been avoided if
relationships were handled differently.
In the past decade, the Metro District has seen a steady increase in discipline
cases against pastors. These ministry failures reveal deep spiritual issues that have not
been tended to for years. Additionally, ministry coaching has produced deeper
conversations between pastors and district leaders, and exposed significant soul issues
among many pastors participating in coaching. Many reported using ministry to fulfill
unmet needs of their own souls, for instance seeking the praise of their congregation
instead of resting in their identity in Christ. While many pastors had ministry success,
coaches observed a growing number heading toward burn out, moral collapse, or
withdraw. Paul Tripp warned of this in his book, Dangerous Calling, “ You see, it is
absolutely vital to remember that a pastor’s ministry is never just shaped by his
knowledge, experience, and skill. It is always also shaped by the true condition of his
heart. In fact, if his heart is not in the right place, all of the knowledge and skill can
actually function to make him dangerous.”6 Thus, addressing the need for deeper soul
care of pastors and church leaders was expressed by all of the coaches.
In many ways the Metro District coaching initiative experienced success.
Coaching established an intentional developmental connection between district leaders
and pastors. However, participants faced limitations that hindered even greater success in
the Metro coaching program. The first limitation was in the capacity of district leadership
to coach pastors. Four full-time district staff delivered the coaching and could only coach

6

Paul David Tripp, Dangerous Calling: Confronting the Unique Challenges of
Pastoral Ministry (Wheaton, Ill.: Crossway), 62. Kindle.
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between 15-20 pastors. Thus at best, only 80 of the 320 pastors could be coached,
leaving many pastors without direct intentional developmental connection with district
leadership. Coaches also recognized the need for a unified approach to addressing
concerns about self-understanding, deep soul issues, and weak relational management.
District leaders explored various ways to create common language and develop a
shared experience for pastors to grow together in these areas. Yet given that this was not
a central goal of the program, these were not central to the activities of the coaching
practices. It also became apparent these issues were not limited to just the Metro District
C&MA, and the intervention needed to be scalable and used in the broader C&MA
family of leaders. Therefore, Leader Life (SDI) Training was developed and launched in
2012 as a response to the growing need to better develop Christian leaders in the
Metropolitan District of The C&MA.
In the last five years 286 leaders have completed the Leader Life (SDI) Training.
Those who participate in the training can be certified to administer SDI in their own
ministries. Many have utilized the LL Training certification to bring the SDI tool of selfdiscovery into their ministry contexts. With so many leaders and churches utilizing the
same principles of SDI, the import of soul care, identity formation and communicative
leadership has permeated the culture of the Metro District and will continue to have a
growing influence in The C&MA.

Hypothesis
At the commencement of my research, assessment of the efficacy of Leader Life
(SDI) Training had not been systematically performed. The purpose of my research was

8

to determine the effectiveness of Leader Life SDI Training as a tool to develop Christian
leaders in The C&MA. The following hypotheses were tested quantitatively and
qualitatively. Christian leaders who participated in Leader Life Training (LL) would:
•

(H1) report an increase in their self-understanding following the program;

•

(H2) indicate a strengthening of their soul identity;

•

(H3) record an improvement in their relational management.

Empirical Unknowns and Assumptions
There were several empirical unknowns and assumptions of this project. Firstly,
at the commencement of my research, the effectiveness of LL Training throughout The
C&MA had been only anecdotally indicated. Metro Leadership had received many
personal testimonies of the effectiveness of this training. However, no empirical data
existed to support the claims that LL increased the self-understanding of leaders who
participated in the training (H1). Furthermore, no assessment had been performed to
determine if LL had strengthened the soul identity of leaders (H2), nor had LL Training
been evaluated to measure any improvement in how participants managed their
relationships (H3). It was assumed that through the quantitative and qualitative
collection of data, LL (SDI) Training would be determined to be an effective tool to
develop Christian leaders in The C&MA.
This study assumes that if leaders become aware of leadership deficiencies
discovered through LL Training, they will work toward personal change. In other words,
LL Training is only effective if Christian leaders experience some change in their
leadership. Leaders can only change what they are aware of. Therefore, LL Training

9

utilizes the SDI assessment to help leaders discover insight about themselves, their soul,
and how they relate to other people. This study assumes the reliability and validity of
Elias Porter’s SDI instrument, which will give leaders accurate information about
themselves.7 In order to prove the effectiveness of LL Training, this study assumes the
accuracy of the participants’ self-reporting. Through a survey and interviews,
participants are asked to self-assess by recalling a challenging situation prior to LL
Training and comparing it to a similar situation after the training. It is assumed that
individuals who experience LL will demonstrate effectiveness by an observable increase
of scores as reported in the Leader Life Survey and Leader Life Interview.

Definition of Terms
Leader Life Training is the intervention program described in this project. LL is a
multiday training program to prepare Christian leaders to lead effectively. LL utilizes the
Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) as the primary tool of self-discovery in order to
increase self-understanding, strengthen soul identity, and improve relational management
in Christian leaders.
The three foundational concepts of LL Training are Self-Understanding, Soul
Identity, and Relational Management. Self-understanding is defined in this project as the
ability of a leader to be aware of his or her own motivation and to comprehend the effects
of one’s behavior in all situations. A strong Soul Identity is when the core soul needs of
acceptance, significance, and security are fulfilled in a leader’s relationship with Jesus
7

Elias Portner, "On the Development Of Relationship Awareness Theory,"
Personalstrengths.ca, accessed January 21, 2018, https://www.personalstrengths.ca/wpcontentBAK/uploads/2016/01/Theory-Reliability-and-Validity.pdf.
10

instead of the leader striving to satisfy them in other ways. Relational Management is
defined as the intrapersonal skills of recognizing other people’s motivation and adjusting
one’s behavior and communication for mutual benefit.
Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) is defined as a “personality assessment
based on what motivates people and what brings them a sense of self-worth.”8
Motivation Value System (MVS) is a “fairly constant set of motives and values that
serves as a basis for: changing and giving purpose to behavior, focusing attention on
certain things while ignoring others, and perceiving and judging self and others. Every
MVS is a blend or combination of three primary motives: Blue (nurturing), Red
(directive), and Green (autonomous)”.9 In the case of “Overdone Strengths”: “strengths
(weaknesses) are behaviors intended as strengths, but are perceived negatively and could
cause conflict.”10
“Conflict Sequence” is defined as “a series of changes in motivation during
conflict that typically results in a related series of changes in behavior. There are three
stages in a Conflict Sequence. These stages are characterized by a concentration of
energy and a diminishing focus as follows:
•

Stage 1: Focus on self, problem, and other

•

Stage 2: focus on self and problem

•

Stage 3: focus on self

8

Timothy J. Scudder, Working with SDI, How to Build More Effective Relationship
with the Strength Deployment Inventory (Carlsbad, Calif.: Personal Strengths Publishing,
2013), 6.
9

Ibid., 3.
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Ibid., 4.
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“A conflict can be resolved or left unresolved in any stage.”11

Limitations and Delimitations of the Study
The first delimitation of this project is to study the effectiveness of LL in those
who have already participated in the training. The researcher compared how participants
rated themselves, comparing a challenging situation before training with a similar
situation after. Having a large sample of previous participants of LL to evaluate seemed
more reliable than relying on a smaller sample of new participants in LL.
A second delimitation was restricting research to those who voluntarily completed
the Leader Life Evaluation Survey (LLS). No incentive was given to complete the survey
nor was it mandatory to participate. Among those who completed the LLS, participants
in the Leader Life Evaluation Interview (LLI) were chosen proportionally to balance age,
gender, and ethnicity. A final delimitation is the fact that research was conducted only
within The Christian and Missionary Alliance. While the training could benefit Christian
leadership more broadly, this research is limited to The C&MA.
This study also has several limitations. The first limitation is researcher bias.
This researcher has contributed to developing LL and has been a LL trainer. A second,
related limitation involves participant bias due to the personal relationship between the
researcher and many of the participants. Another limitation is the honesty of the
participants and their ability to accurately report on the LLS and LLI given the
constraints of memory. Accuracy of the data is reliant on the self-reporting of the
participants who completed the survey and interview. There is no way to determine how
11

Ibid., 4.
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LL Training and completing the LLS and LLI itself shaped participants’ memories of the
experiences they reported prior to the LL. Finally, while the core content of LL (SDI)
Training has remained consistent in recent years, the soul identity portion of the training
has been developed and enhanced in the last two years.

Theoretical Foundations
The historic pursuit of self-understanding
Acquiring knowledge of oneself to enhance personal well being has been
important to humanity since the dawn of time. Timothy Wilson from the University of
Virginia writes, “Human beings are the only species (as far as we know) that has the
ability to reflect on itself and form meta-beliefs about who we are, what happened to us
in the past, and what is likely to happen to us in the future. Purely on the basis of
intellectual interest, questions about the nature and limits of human consciousness are
worth pursuing.”12 Knowing who we were, who we are now, and who we will be in the
future lies at the heart of self-understanding. Greek philosophy precipitated a shift from
examining the outside world as the foundation of self-understanding to focusing on the
inner journey of self-examination. The Greek philosopher, Socrates, argued the main
obligation of a person is to “know thyself.” His pursuit of self-knowledge led him to
declare, “The unexamined life is not worth living,” for without self-knowledge one
dwells in ignorance, having only a false impression of reality. Socrates argues selfknowledge begins with the realization of one’s own limitation. He pointed out, “The
only thing I know is that I do not know.” Through self-reflection one comes to both
12

D. W. Timothy, “Know Thyself,” Perspectives On Psychological Science 4, 384.
13

appreciate the positive aspects of self and better avoid the pitfalls of arrogance and
conceit.
The ancient Greek search for self-knowledge was an anthropocentric process that
failed to facilitate full understanding. On the other hand, the early Church Fathers did not
consider self-knowledge to be solely in the realm of philosophy, but understood selfdiscovery as theological. Theologian and church father, St. Augustine, in his pursuit of
self-understanding wrestled with the problem of self-knowledge. In fact, he saw it as one
of the two primary tasks of the intellect, claiming in his Soliloquiorum that he sought
only to know “God and the soul.”13 In his writing, Confessions, Augustine prayed,
“Grant, Lord, that I may know myself that I may know Thee.”14 He learned that the
search for self-understanding is dependent on one’s knowledge of God. Centuries later,
Reformer John Calvin affirmed that self-understanding must be accompanied by an
understanding of God. He stated, “There is no deep knowing of God without a deep
knowing of self, and no deep knowing of self without a deep knowing of God.”15 True
self-understanding must begin with the knowledge of God, which enables a correct
orientation of life.
In pursuing self-understanding one must realize every form of human knowledge
outside of an understanding of God is distorted. As Christians we understand that
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T. Sweeney, “God and the Soul: Augustine on the Journey to True
Selfhood,” Heythrop Journal 4, 678.
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Augustine, Confessions, ed. Henry Chadwick (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2008), 29.
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J. Calvin, B. R. Wood, and Joseph Pitt Wiles, Biblical Christianity (London: Grace
Publishers, 1987).
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humankind’s fallen nature causes the corruption of self-knowledge. True selfunderstanding begins when one recognizes the arrogance of one’s sinful nature, humbly
confessing one’s own sin. A new life in Christ opens oneself to more accurate
understanding of self, that is, who one was before salvation and who one is and can be
living in Christ.
Georgios Mantzarides in his article Self-Knowledge and Knowledge of God
according to St Gregory the Theologian, observes,
While the Church Fathers knew and used the ancient Greek idea of ‘know thyself’
as promoted by Socrates, they preferred the biblical teaching of ‘be careful
[πρόσεχε σευατῷ]’. Although both these sayings are closely related and could be
considered in one sense as being identical, they in fact do differ in essence. And
this difference has an anthropological and theological basis. . . . When human
persons do not try to remain within their proper limits, but become ‘overly’ proud,
then they are led to serious misdemeanors. And this becomes especially apparent
during the more difficult situations of life. In such situations, as St Gregory
underlines, people become dizzy, entrapped in their own opinions and unable to
accept that God’s wisdom is greater than theirs: ‘They do not accept that God is
wiser than they, whenever they feel dizziness at some occurrence.’ 16
Without a full understanding of God, humanity is prone to self-deception.
The person who lives independent from God, St. Gregory observed, is given over
to the “autonomy of delusion.” And he taught, according to Mantzarides, that
... while human persons have been created to glorify and imitate God (to the
extent that this is possible) they become the springboard of ‘multiple passions’
which destroy their soul. Indeed, they fabricate moreover and promote gods
which justify their passions, such that their sinfulness is considered to be not only
without responsibility, but even pleasing to God!17

16

G. Mantzarides, “Self-knowledge and Knowledge of God According to St. Gregory
the Theologian,” Phronema, 26(2), 11.
17

Ibid., 16.
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When self-knowledge is combined with Christian truth and humility of confession, it
leads to a fuller understanding of self and God.
Richer self-understanding begins with reflection and introspection. Christian
teaching maintains the importance of prayer as the source of contemplation, and selfknowledge as a starting place for prayer. As Teresa of Avila says, “let your prayer always
begin and end with self-knowledge. And if the favor is from God, even though you may
not want to follow the advice, you will still follow it most of the time because God’s
favor brings humility and always leaves greater light.”18 Teresa of Avila recognized that
contemplation and prayer illuminated both the positive and negative sides of her being.
This theme of knowing both the light and dark side of one’s being is further
established by Jean Monbourquette, in the book, Self-Esteem and the Soul: from
Psychology to Spirituality. He writes, “Unless you know your shadow, you can’t really
know yourself! The identification of our shadow, the wounded side of our being, allows
us to become conscious of our inner poverty which keeps us humble. When we sacrifice
the ambitions of our ego so that we can face both our greatest misery and our noblest
aspirations, we take one more step towards the Self.”19 Thus self-understanding
necessarily goes hand in hand with humility. One must consider the worst in oneself
along with the best. As Pleshoyano states, “Teresa of Avila considered that one day of
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Teresa of Avila, The Way of Perfection (Mineola, New York: Dover, 2012), 39:5.
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Jean Monbourquette, Self-Esteem and the Soul: from Psychology to Spirituality
(Montreal: Novalis, 2006), 151.
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humble self-knowledge was a greater divine favor—even though the day may have cost
her numerous afflictions and trials, than many days of delightful prayer.” 20
Brian Gregor in the book, A Philosophical Anthropology of the Cross illuminates
two important aspects of interpreting self: “First, the self is not known through immediate
intuition, but is instead analogous to a text calling for interpretation. Second, selfunderstanding is only possible indirectly, through the encounter with others.” Left in
isolation, humans have the tendency to reinforce their own assumptions, thus truncating
the discovery process. Self-understanding does not develop naturally.
Discovering the true self requires one look beyond what they know to something
outside of themselves. “Self-understanding,” writes Hans-Georg Gadamer, “always
occurs through understanding something other than the self, and includes the unity and
integrity of the other.” He continues,
There is no direct route to self-understanding. Self-understanding occurs
indirectly, through the mediation of otherness. As [Paul] Ricoeur was fond of
saying, the shortest path from the self to itself is through the other. This other
might be another human being, it might be God, or it might be a text. Ricoeur’s
point is that the self is able to understand itself and its projects—experiences,
memories, hopes, feelings, thoughts, actions, etc.—because of the mediation of
discourse.
In other words, humans are relational beings, and our quest of self-understanding depends
on our interaction with other people. The affirmation and correction of other people is
vital to discovering and understanding one’s self.
Pursuing a better understanding of self and how to relate with one another has
been at the core of the human endeavor. In the past hundred years, theorists have
expanded intelligence beyond cognitive development to include understanding emotions,
20
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drives, and values. As early as 1920, Thorndike proposed a model of intelligence that
included more than just intellectual factors, but incorporated what he called social
intelligence. According to Thorndike's definition, intelligence “has a cognitive and
behavioral element and implies the following. First, to understand and manage people is
an intellectual capacity. Second, the capacity is different from the abstract-verbal and
concrete-mechanical aspects of intelligence.” Since this breakthrough development,
many theories of emotional and social intelligence have emerged.
The Encyclopedia of Applied Psychology recently suggested there are three major
conceptual models of emotional and social intelligence: the Salovey-Mayer, Goleman,
and Bar-On models. Literature surrounding these different models will be explored in
Chapter Two. Leader Life (LL) training employs some of these principles of emotional
and social intelligence to improve the effectiveness of Christian leaders in The C&MA.
Primarily, LL uses the Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) as the tool of selfdiscovery.
Porter's Relationship Awareness Theory and the SDI's Motivational Value System.
The Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) is founded in Elias Porter’s
Relationship Awareness Theory. This theory has four guiding principles, the first being
that motivation drives behavior. In his work with Michelle Rollins, Porter’s theory is
explained in the following way:
1. Behaviors are tools used to get some results or confirm our feelings of selfworth.
2 . Motives come from our wish to feel a strong sense of self-worth or selfvalue.
3. Our individual MVS is consistent throughout our life and underpins our
behaviors...
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Traditional writing about motivations describes them as something that can be
inspired in others. In Relationship Awareness Theory, motives are thought of as
already present in every person and readily available to be tapped. .... In
Relationship Awareness theory, we look at motives as a basic antecedent of
behavior. In other words, motives in this theory are the ‘why’ of what we do.
People are born with a predisposition for a particular motive set.21
Porter’s theory held that motives do not change over a lifetime and that people are driven
by what they believe will bring them self-worth. He believed people are motivated by a
blend of motivations he called the Motivational Value System.
SDI defines The Motivational Value System (MVS) as a “fairly constant set of
motives and values that serve as the basis for choosing and giving purpose to behavior,
focusing attention on certain things while ignoring others and perceiving and judging self
and others.”22 The three primary core motivations of SDI are Altruistic-Nurturing (Blue),
Assertive Directing (Red), and Analytic-Autonomizing (Green). Everyone is a blend of
the three core motivations, yet one tends to be more dominant than others. The SDI
assessment identifies seven different clusters of the blends of the three core-motivation
and styles of relating to others.
The results of the SDI assessment are plotted on a triangle revealing the unique
blend of each core motivation. The three core motivations and the four blends are
represented by a color, as described in Figure 1 of this chapter.
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Figure 1. SDI Triangle Illustration
Note. From SDI: Empowering People in Their Relationships, by Personal Strengths, 2012, retrieved from
http://www.personalstrengths.us/index.php/en/sdi/about- sdi-an-overview. Reprinted with permission.

The Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) Triangle Illustration represents the
following motivations:
1. Altruistic-Nurturing (Blue) – Concern for the protection, growth and welfare of
others.
2. Assertive-Directing (Red) – Concern for task accomplishment. Concern for
organization of people, time, money and any other resources to achieve desired
results.
3. Analytic-Autonomizing (Green) – Concern for assurance that things have been
properly thought out. Concern for meaningful order being established and maintained.
4. Flexible-Cohering (Hub) – Concern for flexibility. Concern for the welfare of the
group. Concern for the members of the group and belonging in the group.
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5. Assertive-Nurturing (Red-Blue) – Concern for the protection, growth, and welfare of
others through task accomplishment and leadership.
6. Judicious-Competing (Red-Green) – Concern for intelligent assertiveness, justice,
leadership, order and fairness in competition.
7. Cautious-Supporting (Blue-Green) – Concern for affirming and developing selfsufficiency in self and others. Concern for thoughtful helpfulness with regard for
justice.
The second major premise of Relationship Awareness Theory on which the SDI is
based focuses on two different conditions that affect behavior patterns. Porter argued that
under normal circumstances people are free to act according to their MVS; however,
when in conflict or opposition, people resort to protecting and preserving their self-worth.
Porter writes:
The behavior traits we exhibit under these two conditions truly differ. When we
are free to pursue our gratifications, we are more or less uniformly predictable,
but in the face of continuing conflict and opposition we undergo changes in
motivations that link into different bodies of beliefs and concepts that are, in turn,
expressed in yet different behavior traits.23
Conflict entails a real or perceived threat to your self-worth, and everyone
responds to these threats in different ways. When in conflict, a person is not able to use
their normal MVS, instead they progress through what SDI calls the Conflict Sequence.
People’s values change in the various levels of conflict. The stages of conflict are a way
to concentrate people’s energy and focus in order to return to the normal place of selfworth. The first stage of conflict involves responding in such a way that everyone works
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to resolve the threat; the focus is on the self, the problem, and the other people. The
second stage of conflict is described as a narrowing of focus to that of resolving the issue
and preserving self-worth. In this stage the other people are dropped from the conflict,
and the focus is on the self and the problem. The final stage of conflict is a further
concentration of energy on preserving, protecting, and defending self. The issue and the
other people have dropped out of consideration, and this is the ‘last stand’ or an ‘all or
nothing position.’ This final stage is so devastating that all effort is made to avoid Stage
Three.
While everyone has a blend of all three motivations (Red-Blue-Green), when
threatened everyone progresses through them in an individual order. Each stage of
conflict is a different color representing the appropriate motivation (See Figure 2). In an
example of a conflict sequence:
Blue-Green-Red would be expected to meet conflict first with efforts to maintain
harmony and goodwill. If these do not succeed, the individual could be expected
next to try to withdraw and avoid further intrusion by the opposition and logically
understand what is occurring. If this does not succeed, the individual could be
expected finally to turn to self-assertion in the form of fighting for their rights, but
fighting would be a last recourse. Throughout the entire process of conflict, the
individual is constantly trying to reestablish a higher level of relating with the
ultimate goal being a non-conflict state where one’s MVS is operating. 24
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Figure 2. SDI Conflict Sequence

The third premise of Relationship Awareness Theory is that a personal weakness
is no more than an “overdone” personal strength. According to Porter,
An individual operates from personal strength when he behaves in a manner that
enhances the probability that an interpersonal interaction will be a mutually
productive interaction. An individual operates from a personal weakness when he
behaves in a way that decreases the probability that an interpersonal interaction
will be mutually productive interaction.25
Strengths can be overdone in frequency, duration, or intensity, and can also be misapplied
because of context. Porter developed a Q-Sort method of choosing the traits a person
self-identifies as strengths that he calls the Portrait of Strengths. A second exercise then
lists traits as weaknesses that he called Overdone Strengths. A series of pre-scripted
questions from a facilitator asked in a structured interview is designed to help a person
discover more about themselves and how they interact in the world.
The forth premise of Relationship Awareness Theory involves self-discovery.
First, if the concepts of a personality theory do not resonate with or seem to apply to a
person, the theory will have little or no affect. However, if the concepts in the theory
25
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validate the person’s experience, the theory is useful in development. It is not helpful if
concepts used in the theory amount to labels dictating behavior. Instead theories should
lead to further self-discovery. Porter describes the process this way:
The more clearly the concepts in a personality theory approximate how one
experiences one’s self, the more effectively they serve as devices for selfdiscovery. The more a personality theory can be for a person rather than about a
person, the better it will serve that person. For example if one knows where he is
‘coming from’ and he knows where another person is ‘coming from’, he may
assess whether a conflict is unwarranted or real. If it is unwarranted, he may
devise strategies for achieving a win-win solution; if the conflict is real, he may
attempt to develop a limited relationship or decide to terminate the relationship.26
[italics added]
Because it is a tool that is “for” a person, the SDI is a discovery tool that will enable
people to grow in self-understanding, and also provide valuable insight on relational
management.
Porter stressed the importance of Relational Awareness to enhance selfunderstanding and to improve understanding of other people, writing, “The relationship
theory seeks to provide first and foremost an effective means for understanding one’s self
and understanding of others, to the end that interpersonal interactions may be made as
mutually productive and gratifying as possible or, where they cannot be mutually
productive, that destructiveness of individual integrity be minimized.”27 SDI was
intended to provide an effective means for understanding one’s self and understanding
others so that interpersonal relationships could be mutually productive and gratifying.
In the context of this study, Leader Life utilizes SDI as the primary tool for selfdiscovery. SDI intends to help participants learn their motivational value system, conflict
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sequence, strengths and overdone strengths, and to seek to understand how other people
perceive them. SDI also helps participants manage their relationships with other people.
They learn how to recognize other people’s MVS, to communicate effectively to other
people’s MVS, and to adjust one’s leadership to accommodate another’s MVS. Leader
Life also uses the SDI to build a healthy soul identity for those who participate.

Theological Foundations
The Bible depicts the behavior and the nature of God as relational. God’s
interaction with humankind reveals a God who wants to be known by His creation. From
the beginning, God instructs, interacts, and enjoys being with humans. Even though
knowledge about God is beyond comprehension, he continually reveals himself to
humanity within relationship. Jeremiah 33:2-3 expresses that God will reveal himself to
those who search for him; “This is what the Lord says, he who made the earth, the Lord
who formed it and established it—the Lord is his name: ‘Call to me and I will answer you
and tell you great and unsearchable things you do not know.’" It is in the context of
relationships where God brings life and wholeness to people.
Not only does God reveal Himself to humankind within relationship, but He also
created them to relate to one another. Humans are relational beings because they are
made in the image of a relational God. We are created to be in relationship, first with
God and then with other people. Everything God created was declared ‘good’ or ‘very
good' until He saw that man was alone and out of relationship. God created Eve, Adam’s
partner, and they entered into a deep relationship with one another. Their union was
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described with the declaration that ‘they became one flesh.28 God gave Adam and Eve a
significant role in tending to the garden He created. His relationship with them was pure
and uninhibited as was their relationship with each other.
Sin corrupted every sphere of relationships. It severed the relationship humans
had with God and warped the relationships they now have with one another. God
continued to reveal himself through relationship to restore and redeem broken
relationships. For example, in Deuteronomy 4:35-40 demonstrates that God shows
Himself to humankind for their wellbeing.
You were shown these things so that you might know that the Lord is God;
besides him, there is no other. 36 From heaven he made you hear his voice to
discipline you. On earth, he showed you his great fire, and you heard his words
from out of the fire. 37 Because he loved your ancestors and chose their
descendants after them, he brought you out of Egypt by his Presence and his great
strength, 38 to drive out before you nations greater and stronger than you and to
bring you into their land to give it to you for your inheritance, as it is today.
39
Acknowledge and take to heart this day that the Lord is God in heaven above
and on the earth below. There is no other. 40 Keep his decrees and commands,
which I am giving you today, so that it may go well with you and your children
after you and that you may live long in the land the Lord your God gives you for
all time.
God revealed his mighty nature to Israel so they may know him and live according to his
ways in relationship with himself and others. Paul, in Ephesians 1:17-19, later teaches
that the knowledge of God is fully revealed through faith in Jesus:
I keep asking that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the glorious Father, may give
you the Spirit of wisdom and revelation, so that you may know him better. I pray
that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened in order that you may know the
hope to which he has called you, the riches of his glorious inheritance in his holy
people, and his incomparably great power for us who believe.
God is in pursuit of humankind to restore our broken relationships that will bring
wisdom, revelation, and hope to people.
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Relationship with one another is also damaged because of sin. Discord, envy,
and hatred plague humankind and destroy relationship. Cain and Abel are a perfect
example of broken bonds that ended in jealous rage and death. This same relational
fragmentation has moved into today’s population. Scripture ties relational brokenness
back to our evil motivations and desires of the sinful heart. James 4:1-3 explains,
What causes fights and quarrels among you? Don’t they come from your desires
that battle within you? You desire but do not have, so you kill. You covet but you
cannot get what you want, so you quarrel and fight. You do not have because you
do not ask God. When you ask, you do not receive, because you ask with wrong
motives, that you may spend what you get on your pleasures.
Sinful hearts left to their natural tendency will result in relational dissonance and conflict.
Jeremiah 17:9 teaches, “The heart is deceitful above all things and beyond cure. Who can
understand it?” Relational and emotional health will not develop without a full
knowledge of God’s love and self-understanding of the evils of one's own heart.
The journey of restoring healthy relationships starts by grasping God’s intention
for humankind's soul. In the beginning, God created humankind whole and complete. In
the garden, humans had no needs since they existed in complete perfection. Adam and
Eve were created in God's image, and their soul identity was complete, as they lived in a
state of integrity with a favorable view of themselves. Their self-image was aligned
correctly, for they understood that God knew them intimately and cared for them entirely.
The Creator met every need- emotionally, spiritually, and physically.
Creating humankind in the Divine image, God shaped them with certain
motivations. Neil Anderson, in his book Victory Over Darkness, makes the theological
case that our identity is rooted in these God-given innate desires: desires for significance,
security or safety, and belonging. First, Adam was given a divine purpose for his
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existence—having dominion over creation and being charged with its care. “Then God
said, ‘Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so that they may rule over the
fish in the sea and the birds in the sky, over the livestock and all the wild animals, and
over all the creatures that move along the ground.’”29 God blessed humans by giving
them the task of being fruitful, multiplying to fill the earth. "‘Be fruitful and increase in
number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky
and over every living creature that moves on the ground.’” Adam did not have to search
for purpose and significance; he experienced complete fullness in the mission granted to
him by God.
Not only did Adam experience significance in his mission, but he was completely
secure and safe in the garden. “Then God said, ‘I give you every seed-bearing plant on
the face of the whole earth and every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be yours
for food. And to all the beasts of the earth and all the birds in the sky and all the creatures
that move along the ground—everything that has the breath of life in it—I give every
green plant for food.’ And it was so.”30 God provided everything he needed. There was
no death, no illness, nor anything to fear or control. In the garden, Adam was completely
secure and safe.
Third, in the beginning, Adam was able to enjoy personal and intimate fellowship
with God. However, something was missing. God said, "It is not good for man to be
alone." Therefore, God created woman, Eve, to be with Adam in a deep relationship as
pure partners. Adam and Eve enjoyed true community and unconditional acceptance
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with each other in the presence of God. Genesis 2:28 tell us that “Adam and his wife
were both naked, and they felt no shame.” Because Adam and Eve experienced complete
acceptance, nothing hindered their relationship with each other or God. Adam and Eve
existed as perfect beings, fully complete as God created them in His image to be. Their
need for significance, security, and acceptance was met wholly in God and His provision
for them. Everything changed when they sinned against God. Anthony Hoekema in his
book Created in God’s Image describes it this way,
After man’s fall into sin, the image of God was not annihilated but perverted. The
image in its structural sense was still there – man’s gifts, endowments, and
capacities were not destroyed by the Fall – but man now began to use these gifts
in ways that were contrary to God’s will. What changed, in other words, was not
the structure of man but the way in which he functioned, the direction in which he
was going.31
Sin also corrupted both humans’ identity and motivations. Their self-image was
corrupted for they no longer felt worthy to be known by and cared for by God. Filled with
shame, they ran and hid from Him. Robert McGee in The Search for Significance talks
about the effect of the Fall, “One of the tragic implications of this event is that man lost
his secure status with God and began to struggle with feelings of arrogance, inadequacy,
and despair, valuing the opinions of others more than the truth of God. This robbed man
of his true self-worth and put him on a continual, but fruitless, search for significance
through his success and the approval of others.”32
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Sadly, sin severed the core needs of our soul identity (significance, security, and
acceptance) from being completely met by and through God. Those core needs became
fundamental longings everyone now craves. Adam and Eve immediately faced the
effects of sin. Acceptance was exchanged for rejection. Sin alienated them from an
intimate relationship with God, bringing discord into their relationship with each other.
This discord was suffered by subsequent generations, as their failure introduced guilt and
shame, instilling in them and their descendants a yearning to earn significance through
achievement. Adam and Eve were evicted from the safety of the garden. Security was no
longer guaranteed, so the attempt to exert control in situations appeared necessary. Sin
perverted their self-worth. Anthony Hoekema writes, “We can observe a twofold
perversion of man’s self-image after the fall. Man’s self-image is sometimes inordinately
high (in the form of sinful pride) or excessively low (in the form of feelings of shame or
worthlessness).”33
As descendants of Adam, we are all affected by this sinful nature.34 Neil
Andersen writes, “All sinful behavior is a wrong attempt at meeting basic needs. The
essence of sin is man living independently of God, who has said that He will meet all of
our needs as we live our life in Christ.” Since the image of God has been corrupted for
all humankind because of the sin of Adam, God initiated His master plan to redeem and
eventually restore all creation through His Son, Jesus Christ. Romans 5:17 says, “For if,
by the trespass of the one man, death reigned through that one man, how much more will
those who receive God’s abundant provision of grace and of the gift of righteousness
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reign in life through the one man, Jesus Christ!” Christ’s sacrificial death and
resurrection is the good news that we are made right with God. This is the truth of
propitiation. When we place our faith in God, our relationship is restored, and our soul
identity is redeemed. Romans 3:22 states, “We are made right with God by placing our
faith in Jesus Christ. And this is true for everyone who believes, no matter who we are.”
As Christians, our soul identity in Christ is complete; it is in Christ that our soul
needs, our deep desires, and our hearts' motivations, are met. In Him, we are fully secure,
accepted, and significant. While we still have an innate desire for positive self-worth, we
realize that it is only in Christ that our worth is realized. Robert McGee explains, “We
must understand that this hunger for self-worth is God-given and can only be satisfied by
Him.”35
Unfortunately, many believers do not live their lives in line with the new identity
Christ provides for us. Indeed, according to Neil Anderson, "The major strategy of Satan
is to destroy the character of God and the truth of who we are. He can't change God, and
he can't do anything to change our identity and position in Christ. If, however, he can get
us to believe a lie, we will live as though our identity in Christ isn’t true.”36 These lies
keep many in the bondage of living with a corrupted self-image oriented either around
pride or feelings of worthlessness.
Personal motivation expressed in behaviors contrary to one’s identity in Christ
falls short of God's intentions. Romans 12:1-2 tells us that our response will only change
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if there is an actual transformation of our soul identity. Neil Anderson affirms that one’s
identity must be rooted in Christ for Christians to have productive lives flowing from a
redeemed self-worth:
Many Christians are not living free productive lives because they don't understand
who they are and why they are here. Who they are is rooted in their identity and
position in Christ. If they don't see themselves the way God sees them, to that
degree they, suffer from a false identity and poor self-worth. They don't fully
understand the gospel or the dramatic change that occurred in them the moment
they trusted in Christ.
It is crucial for pastors and Christian leaders not to gain their self-worth from anything
other than Jesus Christ. In his book, Overcoming the Dark Side of Leadership, Gary
McIntosh warns against the false pursuit of worth. He explains “It is not our
achievements and organizational success that gives us a lasting sense of worth – it is
Jesus Christ. Though our leadership efforts do have value both now and in the future,
they do not imbue us with value.”37
Leaders must guard their hearts and always examine their motives. As Proverbs
20:5 says, “The purposes of a person’s heart are deep waters, but one who has insight
draws them out.” Increasing self-understanding, strengthening one’s soul identity, and
improving how one relates to others is a lifelong pursuit and must be intentional. The
Apostle Paul teaches us in 1 Corinthians 13:12, “For now we see only a reflection as in a
mirror; then we shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even
as I am fully known.” Until we understand ourselves fully we must seek out a deeper
understanding of God, self, and others.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
This literature review begins with an examination of material and research
surrounding the pursuit of self-understanding and improving relationships as learned
through emotional and social intelligence. The next section includes an overview of the
primary tool used in Leader Life, the Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI), which was
developed as a result of the Relational Awareness Theory by Elias Porter. Porter’s theory
provides the framework for leaders to grow in self-understanding and relational
management. The final section examines the literature surrounding the connection
between SDI and the core needs of a healthy soul. Based on the SDI used in Leader Life,
Christian leaders and pastors can build a strong soul identity in Christ.

Literature Related to the Emotional and Social Intelligence Theory
This section will review the central literature surrounding the leading theories of
emotional and social intelligence. The concepts of self-understanding and relational
management are core to the teachings of LL (SDI) Training. The theoretical constructs
of emotional and social intelligence enable Leader Life (SDI) Training to increase selfunderstanding and improve relational management.
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In 1920, E.L. Thorndike published an article in Harper's Magazine introducing the
possibility of a different form of intelligence that he termed 'social intelligence' and that
was distinct from cognitive intellectual knowledge.38 He was motivated by a concern that
up until that time, instruments available for measuring intelligence were narrowly
defined. Many of his peers argued similarly (e.g., Terman, Pinter, Thurstone, and
Yerkes). Consequently Thorndike posited three distinct types of intelligence; abstract,
mechanical, and social, each of which can be expressed in various contexts in different
ways by the same individual.39
Thorndike's significant contribution to the work of self-understanding was to
introduce the concept of social intelligence. He described social intelligence as the
individual’s ability to understand and manage one's interpersonal relations.40 However,
this description lacked empirical data and research toward fully developing a social
intelligence theory. Nevertheless, Thorndike's concept laid the foundation of Emotional
Intelligence (EI) that would be designed years later. The common ground of EI is the
pursuit of self-understanding and self-regulation, which correlates with the theoretical
principles of LL (SDI) Training.
In 1983, H. Gardner put forth a basic model of self-awareness that provided a
conceptual framework for future development of LL (SDI) Training. His Multiple
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Intelligences theory held that personal intelligence included two concepts: intrapersonal
and interpersonal intelligence. “Intrapersonal intelligence involves accessing one’s
feeling life or range of emotions. Interpersonal intelligence involves the capacity to
notice distinctions in others’ moods, motivations, temperaments, and intentions.” 41 A
review of the literature shows numerous efforts to combine the emotional and social
components of this construct. Gardner explains that the concept of personal intelligence
brings together both intrapersonal (emotional) intelligence and interpersonal (social)
intelligence. His conceptual framework of emotional and social intelligence is the basic
framework of Leader Life’s desire to increase self-understanding (Emotional
Intelligence) and relational management (social intelligence).
Theorists such as Thorndike and Gardner were the early architects of the current
constructs of Emotional Intelligence (EI) theory utilized in LL. The theoretical
foundations of Emotional Intelligence can be split into two perspectives: models focused
on ability, or mixed models: “Ability models regard emotional intelligence as a pure
form of mental ability and thus as a pure intelligence. In contrast, mixed models of
emotional intelligence combine mental ability with personality characteristics such as
optimism and well-being.”42 John Mayer and Peter Salovey argue EI is a cognitive
ability, while Reuven Bar-On and Daniel Goleman have developed mixed models, and
contend EI is a personality trait.
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The Encyclopedia of Applied Psychology recently proposed three major
conceptual models of EI:
(a) The Salovey-Mayer model which defines this construct as the ability to
perceive, understand, manage and use emotions to facilitate thinking, measured
by an ability-based measure.
(b) The Bar-On model which describes a cross-section of interrelated emotional
and social competencies, skills and facilitators that impact intelligent behavior,
measured by self-report within a potentially expandable multi-modal approach
including interview and multi-rater assessment.
(c) The Goleman model which views this construct as a wide array of
competencies and skills that drive managerial performance, measured by multirater assessment 43
These three EI theorists provide the basic framework of Emotional and Social
Intelligence utilized in Leader Life (SDI) Training.
Mayer and Salovey’s work in the EI field has contributed most significantly to the
empirical and scientific body of work; in fact, these researchers are credited with coining
the term ‘emotional intelligence’. They define EI as “the capacity to reason about
emotions, and of emotions to enhance thinking. It includes the abilities to accurately
perceive emotions, to access and generate emotions so as to assist thought, to understand
emotions and emotional knowledge, and to reflectively regulate emotions so as to
promote emotional and intellectual growth.”44 Their view of EI follows more traditional
categories of cognitive intelligence: “This theory proposes that emotional intelligence is
comprised of two areas: experiential (ability to perceive, respond, and manipulate
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emotional information without necessarily understanding it) and strategic (ability to
understand and manage emotions without necessarily perceiving feelings well or fully
experiencing them).”45 Mayer and Salovey later expanded their description to include a
four-branch model of EI:
•

•

•

•

Perceiving Emotions (Branch 1) - The ability to perceive emotions in
oneself and others, as well as in objects, art, stories, music and other
stimuli.
Facilitating Through (Branch 2) - The ability to generate, use and feel
emotions as necessary to communicate feelings or employ them in other
cognitive process.
Understanding Emotions (Branch 3) - The ability to understand
emotional information, how emotions combine and progress through
relationship transitions and to appreciate such emotional meanings.
Managing Emotions (Branch 4) - The ability to be open to feelings, and
to modulate them in oneself and others so as to promote personal
understanding and growth. 46

The literature surrounding Mayer and Salovey’s EI theory provides further support for
the Leader Life Training framework of increasing self-understanding and improving
relational management.
The work of Reuven Bar-on, an Israeli psychologist and a leading pioneer of
emotional intelligence theory, also contributed to LL (SDI) Training. His
groundbreaking work introduced the concept of Emotional Quotient (EQ) to measure
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both emotional and social competence. This theory paved the way for individuals to
discover their level of emotional and social competency:
The Bar-on model of emotional intelligence focuses on the ‘potential’ for success
rather than success itself and is more process-oriented than outcome-oriented. He
posits that emotional intelligence can be learned and developed over a period of
time through training, programming, and therapy. The Bar-On model differs from
other models in that it includes stress management and general mood components
like optimism and happiness. Apart from these, he incorporates reality testing
which asserts how far a person is aware of the gap between the actual meaning
and his construed meaning of a given situation, and also impulse control which is
an ability to control oneself from reacting to a situation in a reckless manner.47
The EQ-I was the first measure of Emotional Intelligence to be published and peerreviewed as a valid and reliable instrument in the Mental Measurement Yearbook.48 This
instrument is a self-report tool to assist people in discovering their emotional-social
competency.
Bar-On defines emotional-social intelligence as a “cross-section of interrelated
emotional and social competencies, skills and facilitators that determine how effectively
we understand and express ourselves, understand others and relate with them, and cope
with daily demands. The emotional and social competencies, skills and facilitators
referred in this conceptualization include five key components.”49 He offered a brief
review of the five main components:
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First, Intrapersonal refers to self-understanding, self-awareness, and the ability to
express one’s feelings and ideas. Interpersonal is described as the ability to be
aware of, appreciate, and understand others’ feelings and the ability to establish
and maintain mutually satisfying relationships with other individuals. The third
component, Adaptability, includes accurately assessing one’s feelings with
objective external cues and accurately assessing the immediate situation. In
addition, Adaptability refers to one’s propensity to remain emotionally flexible, to
change one’s thoughts as situations change, and to aid in problem-solving. The
fourth component, Stress Management, refers to how one copes with stressful
situations and controls one’s emotions. Finally, General Mood includes traits
such as optimism, the tendency to express positive feelings, and enjoying one’s
self and others. 50 [bold and italics added]
Bar-on further defines emotional and social intelligence, writing,
Ultimately, being emotionally and socially intelligent means to effectively
manage personal, social and environmental change by realistically and flexibly
coping with the immediate situation, solving problems and making decisions. To
do this, we need to manage emotions so that they work for us and not against us,
and we need to be sufficiently optimistic, positive and self-motivated.
In the same way that Bar-On methodology supports self-discovery by giving people the
tools needed to become more self-aware and to improve emotional-social competency, so
LL uses SDI as a tool to discover self-understanding and relational management.
Another pioneer in this realm, Daniel Goleman, popularized the concept of
emotional intelligence in his New York Times Best Seller, Emotional Intelligence.
Goleman’s work, not viewed highly in the academic sphere, brought EI into the
mainstream business and self-help world. In his book, Goleman articulated five domains
comprising the EI construct: knowing one’s own emotions, managing one’s own
emotions, motivating oneself, recognizing emotions in others, and constructively
handling emotions in others. He later refined the model to include four broad
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dimensions: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and relationship
management.
In his book Primal Leadership, Goleman goes on to define the four Emotional
Domains and associated competencies, dividing the domains into two section, including
personal competencies and social competencies:
PERSONAL COMPETENCE: These capabilities determine how we manage
ourselves.
SELF-AWARENESS • Emotional self-awareness: Reading one’s own emotions
and recognizing their impact; using “gut sense” to guide decisions • Accurate selfassessment: Knowing one’s strengths and limits • Self-confidence: A sound sense
of one’s self-worth and capabilities
SELF-MANAGEMENT • Emotional self-control: Keeping disruptive emotions
and impulses under control • Transparency: Displaying honesty and integrity;
trustworthiness • Adaptability: Flexibility in adapting to changing situations or
overcoming obstacles • Achievement: The drive to improve performance to meet
inner standards of excellence • Initiative: Readiness to act and seize opportunities
• Optimism: Seeing the upside in events
SOCIAL COMPETENCE: These capabilities determine how we manage
relationships.
SOCIAL AWARENESS • Empathy: Sensing others’ emotions, understanding
their perspective, and taking active interest in their concerns • Organizational
awareness: Reading the currents, decision networks, and politics at the
organizational level • Service: Recognizing and meeting follower, client, or
customer needs.
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT • Inspirational leadership: Guiding and
motivating with a compelling vision • Influence: Wielding a range of tactics for
persuasion • Developing others: Bolstering others’ abilities through feedback and
guidance • Change catalyst: Initiating, managing, and leading in a new direction •
Conflict management: Resolving disagreements • Teamwork and collaboration:
Cooperation and team building.51
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Leader Life (SDI) Training teaches that emotional and social intelligence are essential for
effective leadership. Likewise, Daniel Goleman argues, “In short, leaders’ emotional
states and actions do affect how the people they lead will feel and therefore perform.
How well leaders manage their moods and affect everyone else’s moods, then, becomes
not just a private matter, but a factor in how well a business will do.” 52 Emotional and
Social Intelligence have become a significant component of leadership development.
Emotional and Social Intelligence training that focuses on developing selfunderstanding and relational management is increasingly a norm in leadership training.
To deal with rapidly changing technology, shifting social change, and the speed of
communication, leaders need strong skills in these areas. Leadership success in today’s
context requires both a technical knowledge and EI. After examining several hundred
business organizations, Daniel Goleman concluded that “for jobs of all kinds, emotional
competencies were twice as prevalent among distinguishing competencies [those that
characterize successful leaders] as were technical skills and purely cognitive abilities
combined.”53
Unfortunately, much of leadership failure occurs because leaders lack selfawareness and relational management:
According to Lombardo and McCauley (1998), derailment occurs when a
manager ‘on the road to success’ and promotion is instead fired, demoted, or
plateaued below expected levels of achievement. In many cases, derailment does
not occur because of a lack of technical or educational skills. Rather, derailment is
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more frequently attributed to character flaws, such as a lack of self-awareness
(Shipper & Dillard, 1994), an inability to change (Leslie & Velsor 1996), poor
treatment of others (Lombardo & Eichinger, 1995; McCall & Lombardo, 1990),
and problems with interpersonal relationships (Lombardo & McCauley, 1998).
All of these intrapersonal and interpersonal skills are components of emotional
intelligence. To be a successful manager, one must possess not only theoretical
knowledge and technical competence but also emotional intelligence.54
EI training seeks to increase self-understanding of leaders so they can effectively manage
relationships toward a common goal.
Just as self-understanding and relational management are foundational for
business leadership, the same is true for pastoral leadership. In fact, it is probably the
most important competency for ministerial effectiveness. As Roy Oswald says in his
book The Emotional Intelligence of Jesus: Relational Smarts for Religious Leaders, “the
emotional competencies of pastors and church leaders are probably the most important
factors in pastoral effectiveness.”55 Pastors and Christian leaders who cultivate proper
self-understanding are better able to lead congregations from a stronger position. Pooler
summarized the need for pastoral self-understanding this way, “A high level of selfawareness among pastors and congregations is needed to prevent problems and support
pastors and congregations in the mutual pursuit of healthy congregations.”56 Health
among pastors necessitates deep soul-understanding.
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Pastors and Christian leaders will not develop self-understanding and relational
management without a focused, intentional approach to improvement. Developing in
these areas requires a combination of learning through a framework of selfunderstanding, social feedback, personal reflection, and accountability. The Leader Life
Program was designed to provide an environment for pastors and Christian leaders to
increase self-understanding, soul identity, and relational management. Leader Life uses
the Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) as the primary tool to increase selfunderstanding and relational management.

Literature on Relationship Awareness Theory and SDI
Elias Porter created the Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) as a tool to assist
people in better understanding themselves and how they relate to others. SDI is an
“assessment based on what motivates people and what brings them a sense of self-worth.
When used effectively, the SDI increases self-understanding, interpersonal awareness,
personal effectiveness, and interpersonal effectiveness.”57 Porter wished to create an
instrument that would be helpful for self-discovery, and not primarily a diagnostic tool.
He stated, “the more a personality theory can be for a person, rather than about a person,
the better it will serve that person.”58
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SDI is based on Porter’s theory of Relationship Awareness, a framework for
better understanding the motivations behind one’s behavior. As Lasher writes,
“Relationship Awareness Theory is a motivational typology that assumes behavior arises
from purposive strivings for gratifications mediated by concepts or hypotheses as to how
to obtain these gratifications. Simply put, Dr. Porter believed that motives, what people
want from relationships, are the basic antecedents for behavior.”59 Simply put, behavior
stems from our core motivations.
Porter began developing this theory when he was a student and colleague of Carl
Rogers, a renowned humanistic psychologist; Rogers’ method of psychology greatly
influenced the development of the Relationship Awareness Theory. Rogers’ ‘clientcentered’ approach defines the primary role of the therapist in helping the client with selfdiscovery. Roger’s central hypothesis can be briefly stated thusly: “the individual has
within him or herself vast resources for self-understanding, for altering the self-concept,
basic attitudes, and his or her self-directed behavior – and these resources can be tapped
if only a definable climate of facilitative psychological attitudes can be provided.” 60
This method provides the foundation of Porter’s heuristic approach in the SDI.
Carl Rogers also believed human nature is fundamentally positive. In his view,
every creature has an intrinsic motivation that he calls the “actualizing tendency.” This
tendency can be described as a built-in drive that makes every organism strive to live to
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its fullest potential, to make the best of their existence. “According to Rogers, one
overarching motive—the actualizing tendency—underlies all of human behavior. The
actualizing tendency is the tendency of the organism to maintain and enhance itself.”
Given the right environment and circumstances in life, every organism has the potential
to improve.
As psychologist Dr. George Boeree point out, “Rogers captures with this single
great need or motive all the other motives that other theorists talk about. He asks us, why
do we want air and water and food? Why do we seek safety, love, and a sense of
competence? Why, indeed, do we seek to discover new medicines, invent new power
sources, or create new works of art? Because, he answers, it is in our nature as living
things to do the very best we can!”61 Porter affirms Rogers’ assertion that all humans are
motivated by an intrinsic desire to achieve self-worth.
Porter was also intrigued with the work of German psychologist, Erich Fromm.
He states, “Erich Fromm’s treatment of Freud’s assumption that behavior flows from
how one’s character is organized ... was a more complete model: first comes motivation,
then character organization, and, finally, behavior.”62 Fromm, in his work Man for
Himself, developed a personality typology of four non-productive orientations based on
social interaction in the world.
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Fromm’s four non-productive orientations served as the building block for
Porter’s personality types in the SDI. Fromm labeled the need humans have to passively
receive from external sources, Perceptive Orientation. Exploitation Orientation is based
on the need to aggressively take from others. The need to preserve and save what has
been given is the Hoarding Orientation. The Marketing Orientation, which Porter
excluded from the SDI, is the need to connect with other people to be accepted. Fromm’s
theory maintains that “a person is thought to rely commonly on some mixture of these
orientations toward the world, but to be characterized mostly by one preferred style.” 63
However, Fromm’s non-productive orientations are personality types based on
those who have mental illness. To further explore these orientations, Porter developed a
questionnaire for his clinical clients helping them to better understand their behaviors in
light of Fromm’s four orientations. Several years later, Porter reengineered the
questionnaire on the premise that a person’s core-orientations represent a positive
striving, or motivation, to achieve self-worth through relationships. Porter said, “I
wanted to redesign my questionnaire to assess only a person’s strengths in relating to
others, rather than to discover pathologies. I felt this would serve as an effective heuristic
device.” This was the beginning of the SDI Assessment tool.
Dr. Timothy Scudder describes the transition Porter makes from Fromm’s
orientations in the newly developed SDI:
The receptive orientation was renamed altruistic-nurturing because the positive
striving was to be helpful to others; the exploitative orientation was renamed
assertive-directing because the positive striving was to be a productive leader of
others; and the hoarding orientation was renamed analytic-autonomizing because
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the positive striving was to create order and self-reliance.64 [bold and italics
added].
After several revisions of the categories, Porter settled on seven motivational types he
labeled the Motivational Value System (MVS), that serve as building blocks for his
Relationship Awareness Theory.
A contemporary of Erich Fromm, psychologist Karen Horney, developed a
corresponding theory of human motivation. In her two books Our Inner Conflicts and
Neurosis and Human Growth, she developed a method of different interpersonal styles
people use to maintain self-worth. She said a child under duress would instinctually
move toward people (compliance), against them (aggression), or away from them
(withdrawal). She defines the three interpersonal styles as the following;
[Compliant]: When moving toward people he accepts his own helplessness, and
in spite of his estrangement and fears tries to win the affection of others and to
lean on them. Only in this way can he feel safe with them. If there are dissenting
parties in the family, he will attach himself to the most powerful person or group.
By complying with them, he gains a feeling of belonging and support which
makes him feel less weak and less isolated.
[Aggressive]: When he moves against people he accepts and takes for granted the
hostility around him, and determines, consciously or unconsciously, to fight. He
implicitly distrusts the feelings and intentions of others toward himself. He rebels
in whatever ways are open to him. He wants to be the stronger and defeat them,
partly for his own protection, partly for revenge.
[Withdrawn]: When he moves away from people he wants neither to belong nor
to fight, but keeps apart. He feels he has not much in common with them, they do
not understand him anyhow. He builds up a world of his own— with nature, with
his dolls, his books, his dreams.65
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Horney’s theory, which is akin to a developmental temperament theory, parallels Porter’s
MVS concept: to achieve self-worth one needs to balance moves toward people
(Altruistic-Nurturing/Blue), against them (Assertive-Directing/Red), and away from them
(Analytic-Autonomizing/Green). Dr. Jerome Wagner said, “These three maneuvers or
gambits are complex human versions of the basic mechanisms of defense in the animal
kingdom: submission, fight, and flight. Perhaps this instinctual-social basis is what makes
these trends so universal.” 66 Horney's work highlights Porter's central premise that
motivation drives behavior.

Literature on Soul Identity
This literature supports the principle taught in LL Training that all humans have
three intrinsic core motivations. As Christine Comaford writes, “In every
communication, in every conflict, we are subconsciously either reinforcing or begging for
safety, belonging, mattering or a combination. ... It’s neurological… it’s primal… there is
nothing you can do to override or change this subterranean subconscious programming as
much as you may try”67 [italics added]. Similarly, Leader Life Training uses Elias
Porter’s SDI to teach three basic core needs of one's soul: acceptance (Blue), significance
(Red), and security (green). Bruce Terpstra applauds this construct, writing, “I believe
that Porter had discovered and labeled the anatomy of the soul. The soul is the place of
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decision and behavior. He was able to successfully identify the motivational drives of the
soul and why people do what they do.”68
Richard Rohr in his book Enneagram: A Christian Perspective, describes the
ancient tool of the Enneagram, which also outlines three core motivations. As Rohr
writes, the Enneagram “is a very old typology that describes nine different characters. It
shares with many other typologies the crude reduction of human behavior to a limited
number of character types.” The nine character types of the Enneagram describe the
inner drives we have that protect our self-worth, with the types coalescing around one of
three motivations that are analogous to acceptance, significance, and security. Rohr
describes the types of the Enneagram as the “blind alleys into which we stumble in our
attempts to protect one's self from internal and external threats,” and outlines how the
types of the Enneagram are clustered into groupings that address motivation in ways
similar to Porter’s three-fold SDI construct. These groupings are:
Gut Center. The instinctual or gut center is body-based and can be seen as
having a desire to direct their course and take action in the world. They focus on
their physical environment. They are gutsy, instinctive and visceral. Their primary
issues are judgment, denial and resistance. They may struggle with being asleep to
their true self. Whether or not they overtly express it, they are motivated and take
action when they are angry. They fear being unimportant, neglected or
overlooked.
Heart Center. The emotional or heart center is feeling-based and can be seen as
having a desire to positively affect others. They focus on their relationships. They
are heartfelt, emotive and adaptable. Their primary issues are of craving attention,
needing affirmation and wanting to be attached to others. They may struggle with
being identified with their image or ‘false’ self. Whether or not they overtly
express it, they are motivated by and take action when they feel emotional
anxiety. They fear being ignored and unseen. They seek attention and mirroring.
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Mental Center. The mental or thinking center is thought-based and can be seen
as having a desire to give greater importance to the interior world of ideas. They
focus on their thoughts. They are knowledgeable, intellectual and visionary. Their
primary issues are aversion, avoidance and projection with a focus on authority.
They struggle with preconceptions that can manifest as prejudices and the fear of
being alienated. Whether or not they overtly express it, they are motivated by and
take action when they feel fear and anxiety. They fear chaos and their inability to
cope with it. They seek reassurance; whether from an authority, a theology, a
philosophy or a kind word.69
These three centers of character (Gut, Heart, and Mental) represent the three core
motivations that produce temperament and behavior. Renne Roserio, an expert on the
Enneagram, labels these motivations: worth, approval, and security. Again, they
correspond with Terpstra’s definition of the soul’s motivational underpinnings as
acceptance, significance, and security,70 adding another layer of confirmation for this
construct of three core motivations.
Leader Life teaches that one’s MVS flows out of the soul, and true self-worth is
achieved only when the identity needs of the soul are wholly met in Christ. Regarding the
soul, Terpstra says,
The soul’s anatomy has three parts. Each part of the soul is a reflection of the
image of God. Acceptance, significance, and security are all passions of the soul
and have strengths but, when overdone, are destructive to oneself and others.
When we use our motivational drives to achieve self-worth, we can develop a
demanding spirit. If we are successful in achieving self-worth through the three
passions of the soul, we construct idols that demand to be fed. And they are never
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satisfied. They don’t result in love for others because we are so focused on
achieving our own self-worth.71
SDI is a tool used to better understands the core motivations that drive behavior, thus
helping leaders discern the core identity needs of the soul.
Those whose SDI assessment indicates a Red MVS are often driven by the core
identity of a need for significance. Those who report a Blue MVS are driven to receive
acceptance, and the Green MVS pursues security. For those whose MVS shows HUB or a
blend, a correlating factor of similar core soul identity needs is indicated. Once the core
soul identity needs are discovered, one can discern the healthy and unhealthy behavior
originating on the level of the soul. Having a strong soul identity, as taught in LL,
requires rooting out false pursuits of worth.
Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the Jesuits order of priests, created a process of
spiritual formation he called the Spiritual Exercises. The purpose of these exercises is to
help the person “conquer himself, and to regulate his life so that he will not be influenced
in his decisions by any inordinate attachment.”72 Ignatius believed freedom is possible
only when he or she successfully addresses the core motivations of the soul. He called
anything that compromised the health of the soul as an “inordinate attachment” or
“disordered affection.”
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Morris Dirks in his book, Forming the Leader’s Soul, summarizes the Ignatius
framework of Spiritual Exercises that have influenced the teaching of Soul Identity in
LL:
At first, our faulty approach to leadership appears to work, but in the end it
backfires on us and on others. Sooner or later, we find ourselves hitting the wall;
yet our false motivations run so deep we are unable to locate the reason for our
pain and disillusionment. We press ahead as our inordinate attachments remain
unchecked. If we hope to gain freedom, we will have to do some inner work.
Ignatius leads us there. He invites us to process the shadows that distort our
motivations at a fundamental level. We are ready to zero in on three motivations
where we find the false self is secretly at work in the leader’s life.73
Interestingly, the three Inordinate Attachments that Dirk’s highlights in his book
are: 1) The Need to be Liked – Working to Keep Others Happy, 2) The Need to Succeed
– Working to Win Others’ Approval, and 3) The Need for Perfection – Working to Make
Things Right. Christian leaders too often give into false motivations by striving for
acceptance, significance, and safety outside of intimacy with Christ.
False identity brings unwarranted insecurity, anxiety, and stress that reinforce
poor self-worth. The deep wounds of past pain have kept many from breaking free from
the prison of false identity and poor self-worth. It is only by the power of Christ’s death
and resurrection that the Holy Spirit can bring healing to transform one’s identity. As
McGee put it, “If we base our worth solidly on the truths of God’s Word, then our
behavior will often reflect His love, grace, and power. But if we base our worth on our
abilities or the fickle approval of others, then our behavior will reflect the insecurity, fear,
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and anger that come from such instability.”74 A person with a soul identity in Christ can
experience the acceptance, significance, and security from the Father. Self-worth is
restored as one learns to live according to their redeemed identity.
A person with renewed self-worth walks in humility instead of pride and
embraces their new soul identity with confidence. The specifics of how this looks in the
life of the believer are critical. While this summary does not flesh out what it means to
center one’s soul-identity “in Christ,” LL Training strives to offer tools to help leaders
navigate this work of soul transformation—the work of moving from a soul-identity
centered in self, and in the opinions of others, to a soul-identity centered in Christ.
Leader Life Training utilizes the SDI as a tool of self-discovery. Pastors and
Christian leaders can increase their self-understanding, develop a stronger soul identity,
and improve relational management. Leader Life seeks to help pastors and Christian
leaders become more effective in their ministry context by increasing self-understanding,
deepening soul identity, and improving relational management.
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CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURE AND RESEARCH METHOD
Introduction
As stated in Chapter One, many pastors and Christian leaders are not adequately
prepared to face the challenges of ministry today. The increased stress and demands of
life and ministry amplify the pressure placed on Christian leaders, leaving pastors
working harder and striving more to make a difference. The burden of additional pressure
can cause unwarranted conflict, broken relationships, and ministry disappointments.
Leadership failure often comes from a lack of self-understanding, unhealthy soul needs,
and failure in relationships. The lack of emotional intelligence in Christian leaders is
affecting the health of churches.
The intervention of Leader Life (SDI) Training was created to develop Christian
leaders who can lead effectively in their ministry context. The empiric unknown is
whether or not LL is an effective tool in developing Christian Leaders who would:
•

(H1) report an increase in their self-understanding following the program;

•

(H2) indicate a strengthening of their soul identity;

•

(H3) record an improvement in their relational management.
In order to measure the effectiveness of LL the researcher designed two

instruments. The Leader Life Evaluation Survey (LLS) is a questionnaire given to
everyone who completed LL Training. This quantitative tool asks participants to rate
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their understanding of key areas before LL Training compared to a similar situation after
receiving the training. Scores were compared and a paired T-test was used to help
determine whether or not there was a significant increase in the effectiveness of LL.
Ten participants were randomly chosen to participate in an interview evaluating
LL (LLI). This qualitative tool measures stories about situations prior to LL and how
they respond after the training. These scores are recorded on the LLI rubric to measure
whether or not there was any change based on LL Training. This LLI rubric is used to
further determine effectiveness of Leader Life as a tool to develop Christian Leaders.

Participants
Recruitment and Selection
Since Leader Life (SDI) Training began in 2012, 276 Christian leaders have
completed the training. An email was sent to everyone who completed the training
asking everyone to complete the LLS survey for the purpose of evaluating the
effectiveness of the training. The original email was sent on December 16, 2017. Two
other reminders were sent before the LLS survey was closed on January 1, 2018. The
data was exported from Survey Monkey into an Excel spreadsheet. In order to keep
participants anonymous in this dissertation, each participant who completed the LLS was
given a numeric value 1 to 100. Once the participant number was assigned, the
individual’s name and email was removed from the results in order to keep the
participants anonymous and free from researcher bias.
Ten participants contributed in the LL Evaluation Interview (LLI). These LL
Interviewees were randomly chosen from the 100 participants who completed the LLS.
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A number randomly generated online was used to ensure no bias in selecting those
interviewed.75 Twenty numbers were randomly chosen. The random numbers were
matched with the nameless LLS participant’s number. From the pool of twenty random
numbers, the potential interviewees were sorted by age, race, and gender. Ten
interviewees were chosen in proportion to the demographics of the LLS (age, race, and
gender). From the anonymous list, the researcher chose the first two females on the list
to be interviewees. Next, the first four non-Anglos participants’ numbers were chosen.
The final four interviewees were chosen from the remaining age brackets to ensure
proper representation. The final interviewee numbers chosen were 27, 29, 23, 32, 62, 35,
80, 30, 24, and 22. These ten interviews were asked to participate in the LLI.

Characteristics
The Leader Life Evaluation Survey (LLS) was sent to 276 participants of Leader
Life (SDI) Training. One hundred participants contributed to the LLS and 95 completed
the entire survey. The majority of participants completed the training within the last two
years, however a significant portion completed the LL prior to 2015.
There were 78 men and 22 women who completed the LLS. The LLS indicates
75% of the participants are Caucasian, with the remaining participants identifying as
Asian or Pacific Islander (10%), Black or African American (7%), Hispanic or
Latino (6%), and other (4%).

75

https://www.random.org/integers/
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Table 1. Year Participants Completed LL Training
Year of LL
Training
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Unsure

Responses
9.00%
16.00%
13.00%
15.00%
25.00%
11.00%
11.00%

9
16
13
15
25
11
11

The age of those who completed the LLS is represented in Table 2.

Table 2. Age of LLS Participants
Age
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or older

Percentage
1.00%
17.00%
22.00%
29.00%
31.00%

Number
1
17
22
29
31

A wide variety of Christian leaders participated in this study. They represented
many different leadership positions, as reported in Table 3. Seventy-five percent of the
participants completed the certification for SDI and can administrate SDI in their ministry
context.
The Leader Life Evaluation Interview (LL1) represents ten randomly chosen
participants who completed the LLS. LLI consisted of two females and four nonCaucasian. The age range of LLI is proportional to those who completed the SSL; two
age 30-39, two age 40-49, three 50-59, and three 60 or older.
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Table 3. LLS Leadership Positions
LLS Leadership Positions
Senior Pastor
Assistant/Associate Pastor/Ministry Director
Lay-leader in a church
International Worker
Denominational Leader (District Staff, National
Leadership, International Ministry Field or Regional
Leader)
Christian leader outside of church context
Other (please specify)

Responses
33.00%
12.00%
9.00%
9.00%

33
12
9
9

21.00%

21

7.00%
9.00%

7
9

Table 4. LLI Demographics
Participant #
27
35
21
30
29
80
62
24
12
22

Gender
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

Age
30-39
50-59
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or older
40-49
50-59
60 or older
60 or older

Ethnicity
White / Caucasian
White / Caucasian
Hispanic or Latino
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black - African-American/Latino
Black or African American
White / Caucasian
White / Caucasian
White / Caucasian
White / Caucasian

Interviewee #
1
6
4
8
2
7
5
9
3
10

Intervention
Leader Life Training was developed in 2012 by Dr. Bruce Terpstra with
assistance from this researcher and the staff of the Metropolitan District of The C&MA.
LL Training was written in response to a growing perception of lack of emotional
intelligence among pastors and Christian leaders in the Metro District. This four-day
workshop is designed to help Christian leaders identify their own motivations and
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behaviors and use this knowledge to effectively lead others towards healthy living and
leading themselves. LL (SDI) Training seeks to grow the emotional intelligence of
leaders so they will better understand themselves and others. Awareness begins in the
soul and impacts self-understanding and relational management. The course leads the
participants on a journey of self-discovery.
Leader Life desires to move participants beyond mere knowledge so that they can
lead more effectively. To encourage transformation in the life of Christian leaders, LL
trainers utilize participatory learning strategies to engage participants throughout the LL
experience. Times of large group interaction and small group processing enable
participants to learn from others’ perspectives and apply principles to their own lives.
Repetition over the several days of training helps reinforce the LL content. Assignments
are given to ensure participants continue to process and internalize the material of LL
Training.
Before LL Training, each participant completes the SDI Triangle, Portrait of
Strengths, and Overdone Strengths. These assessments are given to each participant at
the LL Training opening session. After introductions and overview of the LL program,
the first training begins by describing the anatomy of the soul. The needs of acceptance,
significance, and security are the foundation of our souls. A healthy soul identity occurs
when these fundamental human needs are all met in Christ. In small groups, the
participants then reflect how the unregenerate soul strives to meet these needs through
human behavior and achievement.76 They share together what drives their soul needs, an
orientation toward Christ or self. Participants are assigned homework for the next class.
76

H2a - Participants understand the needs of their soul.
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They are asked to schedule a half-day personal retreat to reflect on the following
questions:
•

How has my MVS contributed to conflict in my relationships or caused
problems for others?

•

How has my MVS contributed to a leadership failure?

•

How does my MVS help me to understand how my identity and soul may be
shaped apart from Christ?

Participants are asked to journal what God reveals to them and to share their discoveries
in their small group during the next LL session. These exercises help leaders develop a
clear understanding of the needs of the soul. They begin to recognize how the unmet
soul-needs impact their motivations and how to allow Christ to meet their soul needs.77
The central portions of these sessions guide leaders towards discovering the
motives of their behavior. Facilitators of the LL Training summarize Elias Porter’s four
principles of Relational Awareness Theory and introduce the Strength Deployment
Inventory. SDI is the primary discovery tool used in LL to increase self-understanding.
Following a teaching of the seven MVS of SDI, leaders participate in a wall exercise.
This group activity is intended to help everyone recognize the core motivation behind
his/her behavior and how other people perceive that behavior. Participants gather in
groups according to their MVS colors and answer questions on a flipchart about their
own MVS. They also discuss how they see and relate to the different MVS types,
reporting their perceptions back to the entire group. This training and exercise enables
77

H2b Participants recognize how their soul needs impact their motivations. H2d
Participants recognize how Christ to meets their soul needs.
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participants to understand the motivations behind behavior.78 Participants also begin to
recognize how other people perceive their behavior.79
Facilitators of LL assist participants in understanding the Portrait of Strength and
Overdone Strengths from the SDI Assessment. Overdone strengths (weaknesses) are
behaviors intended as strengths, but perceived negatively, potentially leading to
misunderstanding and conflict. Participants’ receives the assessment report of their
Overdone Strengths. In small groups, participants are asked to select an Overdone
Strength on their report that causes conflict, and to consider:
•

How do you overdo this strength? What soul need might be fueling it?

•

An example of when this happened and the consequences.

•

How can you prevent conflict and be more effective?

This teaching helps leaders become aware when his/her strengths are overdone.80 The
homework assigned helps them further understand the consequences of their behavior.
They are to reflect on the following questions and be prepared to share them the next
session in their small group.
§

Discussing with your spouse how they have experienced this overdone strength;

§

Discussing with your children how they have experienced this overdone strength;

§

Discussing with your leadership team how they have experienced this overdone
strength.

78

H1b – Participants recognize the motivation behind their behavior.

79

H1d – Participants appreciate how other people perceive their behavior.

80

H1e–Participants become aware when their strengths are overdone.
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Although these principles are introduced in the first sessions, they are revisited
throughout the training to deepen understanding of the principles and how to implement
them.
Facilitators start the second session of LL by reviewing the needs of the soul and
beginning to unpack the SDI’s Conflict Sequence. Participants learn that conflict occurs
when someone’s self-worth is challenged. Relational Awareness Theory suggests our
motivations change in conflict to protect our self-worth. According to the conflict
sequence, everyone progresses through each MVS systematically (Red, Blue, Green)
instead of being a blend of all three as when not in conflict. In small groups, participants
reflect, sharing the triggers that threaten their self-worth and precipitate a conflict
sequence.81
During the next wall exercise, participants separate into like-groups based on the
SDI colors of their Conflict Sequence.82 These groups enable participants to discuss how
their motivations change as conflict escalates.83 Each group explains to the entire class
how to be approached during each stage of conflict. Through dialogue, participants
discover how to alter their approach when they realize someone has entered into their
conflict sequence. 84

81

H2e – Participants identity threats to their self-worth.

82

H1c – Participants identify when they are entering the different stages of conflict.

83

H1b – Participants understand how their motivations change when in conflict.

84

H3c – Participants can alter their approach when recognizing other people are
entering their conflict sequence.
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Session three and four continue to reinforce the essential elements of soul identity
and self-understanding while introducing principles to help leaders improve relational
management. First, participants are taught to consistently recognize other people's MVS.
They are asked to think of famous leaders, biblical characters, and their friends, and to
identify the MVS of different individuals.85 A warning is given in this section against
stereotyping people according to one's perception of their MVS. Good leaders do not use
MVS to tell others why they are doing what they are doing. They do not demand that
everyone change to meet a leader’s preference; rather, good leaders make adjustments in
their approach to others.
In the next exercise, participants are asked to review a case study of a church
leadership conflict. In their small group, they are asked to identify the MVS of the church
leaders in the case study. They are to answer two questions: “What would you consider
doing differently based on what you learned today?” and “What might be some different
outcomes?” Through this experience, relational management allows leaders to 1)
recognize other people's motivational value systems; and 2) be able to adjust behavior to
lead more effectively. 86
LL Training also teaches participants how to communicate effectively to all MVS.
Communication is a two-way exchange, how we interpret what is being transmitted and
how that communication is received. Communication is also verbal and non-verbal in
nature. In this regard, MVS becomes a grid through which all communication is

85

H3a – Participants understand how to recognize other people's motivational value
system.
86

H3b – Participants can adjust their behavior to lead more effectively.
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translated. Participants are exposed to the pitfalls of communicating with only one’s
primary MVS. In small groups, they evaluate some famous speeches identifying
language that resonates with each MVS. Effective communication can be used to lead
others toward change or can lead to unnecessary conflict. The key is for leaders to adjust
communication toward other peoples’ MVS. 87
The last homework assignment helps participants recognize the need to improve
relational management. Everyone is to identify a recent leadership failure, and to analyze
the failure by answering these questions:
•

What was the issue?

•

What was the cause?

•

How did your MVS (soul orientation) impact how you handled it?

•

What would you have done differently and why?

•

What strengths could you have employed?

•

Integrate your knowledge of relational management into your analysis.

This exercise helps participants connect the effects of increasing one’s selfunderstanding, deepening soul identity, and improving relational awareness.
The final session of LL involves facilitating a discussion regarding how Christian
leaders effectively lead change in their ministry context. Managing change effectively
requires leading from a healthy place of leadership. Effective leadership requires that
Christian leaders have proper self-understanding (H1), a healthy soul identity (H2), and
be able to manage relationships in a healthy way (H3). Leader Life (SDI) Training is the

87

H3d – Participants can change how they communicate according to people's
Motivational Value System.
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intervention tool that will develop Christian leaders to be effective amidst the
complexities and challenges of their ministry setting.
The standardization of LL is crucial to accurately measure the effectiveness of the
program ing developing healthy Christian leaders. While each trainer has a different
approach to delivering the material, the course content is designed to be consistent
regardless of instructor. Participating in LL means the leaders must have completed the
following activities or assignments to successfully complete LL Training.
•

Participants must complete each of the four sessions. If the participant misses
any of the sessions due to unforeseen circumstances, they must complete the
missed session if wanting to become certified to use SDI in their ministry
context.

•

Participants must share in small groups and engage in large group activities as
they attend each of the four sessions.

•

Participants are required to do each of the homework assignments between
sessions, including a half-day personal retreat and journaling between
sessions. The participants begin each session with a report back to the small
groups. Homework is not collected and graded for course completion, though
completion of homework is strongly encouraged.

•

For participants desiring to complete SDI certification. SDI certification
enables participants who completed LL to administer the SDI assessment in
their own ministry context. Certification requires attending all the sessions
and completing an exam on the SDI tool. According to the Leader Life (SDI)
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Evaluation Survey, 79% of the participants completed the certification. Sixty
percent of those certified have used SDI in their local context.
Since the development of LL (SDI) Training, 283 participants have completed the course.

Instruments
The researcher was unable to find a suitable tool to measure the effectiveness of
Leader Life Training to test the three hypotheses presented in this project. Therefore, the
researcher developed two instruments to provide both quantitative and qualitative data.
A Leader Life Survey (LLS) was designed to gather quantitative data, and the Leader
Life Interview (LLI) was conducted with participants, with a rubric to collect qualitative
data. Both tools were used to assess the effectiveness of Leader Life Training and the
three hypotheses presented in this project.
This dual approach to gathering data was chosen because it “combines the rigor
and precision of experimental, quasi-experimental, or correlational designs and
quantitative data with the depth of understanding of qualitative methods and data.”88
Combining data from both quantitative and qualitative instruments helps reduce
researcher bias in the research. In the book Research in Pastoral Care and Counseling:
Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches, VandeCreek, Bender, and Jordan write, “bias
is a serious problem in theological work, including pastoral care and counseling research
because meager or ambiguous evidence invites scholars to project their own assumptions
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Kjell Rudestam and Rae Newton. Surviving Your Dissertation: A Comprehensive
Guide to Content and Process (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage, 2007), 51.
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into the data.”89 They also affirm the benefit of the quantitative approach because it
utilizes the expertise of the researcher as a ministry leader, while “qualitative research
helps build a natural bridge from the practice of ministry to the understanding and
meanings of that ministry to persons.”90

The Leader Life Survey (LLS)
The Leader Life Survey (LLS) is the quantitative instrument used to gather
concrete empirical evidence to test the hypotheses of this project. The LLS is divided into
four different sections. The first part asks nine questions that gather demographic data
about the participants; age (Q1), gender (Q2), ethnicity (Q3), MVS (Q4), and leadership
position (Q5). It then asks important information about the LL Training they received:
the year of the training (Q6), who trained them (Q7), if they pursued certification to teach
others in SDI (Q8), and if and how many individuals they have trained (Q9).
The next two sections compare two similar challenging situations, one six months
before LL Training (Pre-LL) and one since receiving the LL Training (Post LL). Both
parts employ the same fourteen statements, and participants are asked to respond using a
7-point Likert scale: 1) Strongly Disagree, 2) Disagree, 3) Somewhat Disagree, 4)
Neither Agree nor Disagree, 5) Somewhat Agree, 6) Agree, 7) Strongly Agree. The
researcher developed the 14 statements using three categories representing the hypothesis
of this project with fourteen sub-statements supporting the categories.
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Larry VandeCreek, Hilary Bender, and Merle Jordan, Research In Pastoral Care
And Counseling (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock, 2008), 72.
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Ibid.
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The first category gathers pre- and post-data to determine if participants in LL
Training report an increase of self-understanding (H1). The five sub-statements in the
survey indicate the self-evaluation of the participants in the area of self-understanding
Pre-LL (questions 10) and Post-LL (question 13).
Q10, Q13: A. I am able to recognize the motivation behind my behavior.
Q10, Q13: B. I understand how my motivations change when I am in conflict.
Q10, Q13: C. I recognize when I enter the different stages of conflict.
Q10, Q13: D. I am able to recognize how other people perceive my behavior.
Q10, Q13: E. I am aware when my strengths are overdone.
These five sub-categories represent the essential elements of self-understanding taught in
the LL Training.
The second category compares participants’ Pre-LL and Post-LL understanding of
their identity (H2). These five sub-categories provide the standards for participants to
evaluate if the basic needs of the soul are being met in Christ, or if they are striving to
achieve self-worth through human effort.
Q11, Q14: A. I have a clear understanding of the needs of my soul.
Q11, Q14: B. I recognize how my soul needs impact my motivations.
Q11, Q14: C. I can identify when my self-worth is being achieved through my own
effort.
Q11, Q14: D. I allow Christ to meet my soul needs.
Q11, Q14: E. I can identify threats to my self-worth.
Question 11 indicates participants’ Pre-LL understanding of their soul needs and question
14 is the Post-LL assessment of the soul needs. The five sub-categories in this section
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reveal any changes the participants' feelings have undergone in soul identity due to the
training.
The third set of comparisons reviews the improvement in the relational
management that participants record in assessing a situation Pre-LL and Post-LL (H3).
These four sub-statements in the survey indicate the view participants have about how
they managed relationships Pre-LL (questions 12) and Post-LL (question 15).
Q12, Q15: A. I recognize other people's motivational value system.
Q12, Q15: B. I am able to adjust my behavior to lead more effectively.
Q 12, Q15: C. I am able to alter my approach because I recognize when other people are
entering their conflict sequence.
Q12, Q15: D. I change how I communicate according to people's Motivational Value
System.
This section measures the changes participants recorded about their ability to recognize
differences in people, and to adjust approaches to them accordingly.
The final section of the LLS provides the participants a clear rating of perceived
helpfulness of LL Training in addressing the three hypotheses of the project. The
participant is asked to answer on a sliding scale of 1 – 10, with 1 representing no change,
5 signifying some change, and 10 indicating significant change. The four evaluative
questions (Q16-19):
Q16. On a scale of 1-10, rate how the Leader Life (SDI) Training increased your selfunderstanding.
Q17. On a scale of 1-10, the training has helped me to strengthen my soul's core identity
in Christ (that my soul needs are met in Christ).
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Q18. On a scale of 1-10, rate how the Leader Life (SDI) Training helped you to manage
relationships more effectively.
Q19. On a scale of 1-10, rate how Leader Life (SDI) Training has prepared you to lead in
your ministry setting.
The final question (Q20) is an open-ended question giving participants an opportunity to
provide comments on the effectiveness of the Leader Life (SDI) Training. The Leader
Life Survey serves as the quantitative tool to gather empirical data supporting the three
hypotheses of this project.

Leader Life Interview Evaluation (LLI)
The researcher created the Leader Life Interview (LLI) rubric as the second
instrument to gather quantitative data to prove the effectiveness of Leader Life (SDI)
Training. Based on the script, the interviewer asked participants to recall and narrate
several situations before receiving the LL Training, then after LL Training. The
interviewer used the LLI rubric to score the movement of each category from Pre-LL to
Post-LL.
The first category of questions included in the LLI pertain to self-understanding
of the participant and relates to H1 (whether Christian leaders who participate in Leader
Life increase their level of self-understanding). The interviewer asked participants to
recall a challenging situation six months before LL, then a similar situation after LL
Training. The following three questions about self-understanding were requested for both
Pre-LL and Post-LL situations.
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LLI-1. Narrate a story in which the participant can identify how his/her motivations
effects behavior. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
LLI-2. Narrate a story in which the participant's self-worth is threatened, and he/she can
recognize how motives change as conflict escalates (Pre-LL and Post-LL).
LLI-3. Narrate a story in which the participant is aware how other people perceive his/her
motivations. (Pre-LL and Post-LL). The interviewer scored both narratives (Pre-LL and
Post-LL) according to this rubric to evaluate participants’ levels of self-understanding.

Low

Participants
understand
how one's
motivation
drives
behavior.

Has little or no
understanding of
what drives their
behavior

Medium
Able to articulate a
limited knowledge of
an underlying drive
that determines his/her
behavior. For
example, I am a
people person, driven
person, detailed
person, or a
combination of all
three.

Participants
understand
how one's
motivations
change in
conflict.

Has little or no
understanding that
there are any
motivational
changes when
conflict escalates.

Can articulate a
limited understanding
of a change of
motivations when
conflict escalates.

Participants
recognize how
other people
perceive
his/her
behavior.

Can offer little or
no details how
other people
perceive their
strengths and
overdone
strengths.

Able to describe in
generalities how other
people perceive their
strengths and
overdone strengths.
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High
Able to describe the
motivation(s) that drive
his/her behavior, they
understand they are a
blend or combination of
three primary motives:
BLUE (nurturing) RED
(directive) GREEN
(autonomous).
Able to recognize when
their motivation changes
in conflict and can
distinguish the different
motivations BLUE
(accommodate) RED
(assert) GREEN
(analyze) as they go
deeper into conflict.
Able to describe in
details how other people
perceive their strengths
and overdone strengths.
(See Strengths and
Overdone Strengths
descriptions in the SDI
Interpretive Guide)

The second section of the Leader Life Interview (LLI) assesses the strength of the
interviewee’s soul before and after Leader Life (SDI) Training (H2). The interviewer
asked the participant to recall a challenging situation before LL Training, then a similar
situation after LL Training. The interviewer asked the following questions:
LLI-4. Narrate a story in which the participant can identify connections between
motivation, behaviors, and his or her soul needs. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
LLI-5. Narrate a story in which the participant can identify any changes in his or her
spiritual care that will fulfill his or her soul needs in Christ. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
LLI-6. Narrate a story in which the participant can avoid entering into conflict because
of his or her care for the soul. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
The interviewer scored each narrative (Pre-LL and Post-LL) from low soul identity to
high soul identity using this rubric.

Low

Medium

Participants with
strong Soul Identity
understand
motivations come
from one's core
identity in Christ.

They make little
or no connection
between
motivations and
his/her soul
needs.

Can make some
general
connections
between
motivations and
his/her soul needs.

Participants with
Strong Soul
Identity can
cultivate a healthy
soul.

Makes little or no
changes in his or
her spiritual care
to fulfill their
soul needs in
Christ.

Participants with
Has little or no
strong Soul Identity situations in
can recognize and
which he/she

Can give some
general and
periodical changes
in his or her
spiritual care to
fulfill their soul
needs in Christ.
Has some limited
situations in
which he/she
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High
Able to clearly and
specifically identify
motivations that come
from his/her soul needs.
(Red=Significance, Blue
= Acceptance, and Green
= Security)
Able to identify specific
and intentional changes in
his or her spiritual care to
fulfill their soul needs in
Christ.
Able to articulate
consistent situations in
which he/she avoids

overcome the
triggers that
threaten one's selfworth sending them
into the stages of
conflict.

avoids entering
his or her conflict
sequence because
of his or her care
for the soul

avoids entering
his or her conflict
sequence because
of his or her care
for the soul

entering his or her conflict
sequence because of his or
her care for the soul

The final section of the LL Interview (LLI) Rubric provides measures to test the
last hypothesis: that Christian leaders who participate in Leader Life report improved
relational management (H3). The interview once again asked the participant to remember
a challenging situation before LL Training, then a similar situation after LL Training. The
interviewer then asked the following questions about relational management.
LLI-7. Narrate a story about how the participant adjusts his/her behavior to
accommodate someone else’s MVS for the common good. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
LLI-8. Narrate a story about how the participant changed his/her approach to conflict
because they recognized someone entering their conflict sequence. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
LLI-9. Narrate a story how a participant adjusts the way he/she communicates so another
MVS has a better chance to understand. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
The interviewer scored each story of this section using this rubric to measure the
relational management of the participant Pre-LL and Post-LL.
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Low
Has limited ability
to identify other
peoples MVS (Red,
Blue, Green, Hub)
Participants value
and makes little or
other peoples
no adjustments to
motivational
behavior to
system (MVS).
accommodate
someone else’s
MVS for the
common good
Shows little or no
recognition and
Participants can
change to his or her
alter one's approach
approach in
to conflict when
conflict because of
they recognize
a minimal
someone is
recognition when
entering their
other people are
conflict sequence.
entering a conflict
sequence.
Participants can
Offers little or no
adjust their
adjustment to his or
communication
her communication
style to include all
style to other
MVS.
people’s MVS

Medium

High

At times can identify
other peoples MVS
(Red, Blue, Green,
Hub) and
occasionally adjust
behavior to
accommodate
someone else’s MVS
for the common
good

Able to consistently
identify other peoples
MVS (Red, Blue,
Green, Hub) and can
adjust behavior to
accommodate
someone else's MVS
for the common good

At times can
recognize and
change his or her
approach to conflict
because they can
identify when other
people are entering a
conflict sequence.

Able to regularly
recognize and change
his or her approach to
conflict because they
can identify when
other people are
entering a conflict
sequence.

Able to periodically
adjust his or her
communication style
to other people’s
MVS

Able to naturally
adjust his or her
communication style
to other people’s
MVS

Both the Leader Life Evaluation Survey (LLS) and the Leader Life Evaluation Interview
(LLI) seek to provide quantitative and qualitative data to prove each of the three
hypotheses to determine Leader Life is effective in developing Christen Leaders. To
ensure these instruments accomplished this purpose, all material was tied directly to the
Leader Life Training.
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Data Collection
On December 16, 2017 the Leader Life Survey (LLS) was sent via email from
Survey Monkey to the 276 participants who completed Leader Life Training. Everyone
who participated in LL Training was given the opportunity to contribute to this research.
The email and LLS are attached in the appendices of this dissertation. Of the 276 emails
sent, 16 bounced due to invalid emails, and 6 opted out of receiving the invitation. On
December 21 and 27, reminders were sent to LL participants asking them to complete the
LLS. The survey was closed on January 1, 2018. One hundred participants responded
and completed a portion of the LLS. The data from Survey Monkey was downloaded into
an Excel Spreadsheet to be analyzed. Each participant was assigned a number in order to
keep the individuals anonymous in this dissertation.
On January 1, 2018, I sent an email to the ten randomly chosen participants
asking them to contribute to the qualitative portion of this research. This email is
included in Appendix One. Nine agreed to participate and one chose to decline the
interview. Each of the interviews were conducted on the phone and lasted approximately
twenty minutes. Each interviewee granted permission for the interview to be recorded,
and the information was used anonymously in this dissertation. The interviews were
audio-recorded using Quick Time and transcribed using a transcription service.91 The
researcher scored each interview using the LLI Rubric, which is included in Appendix
Two.
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Table 5. LLI Dates
Interviewee #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Date of Interview
1/5/18
1/5/18
1/8/18
1/8/18
1/8/18
1/9/18
1/9/19
1/18/18
1/18/18
Opted out

Data Analysis
The first hypothesis (H1) relates to whether participants in Leader Life Training
(LL) saw an increase in self-understanding. An increase in self-understanding is first
measured quantitatively through the Leader Life Survey (LLS). Participants were asked
to recall a challenging situation six months before LL Training and to rate their
experience using a seven-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly
agree. Participants were then asked to think of a similarly challenging situation following
LL Training and to rate their experience using the same Likert scale. The research substatements for H1 are built around the training received in LL to develop the participant’s
self-understanding. The following sub-statements intended to measure the level of selfunderstanding of participants are:
Q10, Q13: A. I can recognize the motivation behind my behavior.
Q10, Q13: B. I understand how my motivations change when I am in conflict.
Q10, Q13: C. I recognize when I enter the different stages of conflict.
Q10, Q13: D. I can recognize how other people perceive my behavior.
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Q10, Q13: E. I am aware when my strengths are overdone.
A positive movement in the mean sub-scores from Pre-LL Training to Post-LL Training
indicates an increase in self-understanding (H1); equally a decrease in the mean subscores reveals a reduction in self-understanding. The range on the self-understanding
subscore (H1) is between 5 and 35 points. A score of 5 points (measured by 1x 5 =5
points) shows low self-understanding of the participant. Conversely, 7 x 5 = 35 points
indicates a high-level self-understanding as determined by the H1 subscores. The
researcher rated the subcategory according to the following guide:
5 – very low level of self-understanding (1x5)
10 – low level of self-understanding (2x5)
15 – below average level of self-understanding (3x5)
20 – average level of self-understanding (4x5)
25 – above average level of self-understanding (5x5)
30 – high level of self-understanding (6x5)
35 – very high level of self-understanding (7x5)
The researcher classified the difference between Pre-LL and Post-LL using the following
scale:
10 + significant increase in self-understanding
6-9 a positive increase in self-understanding
1-5 a slight increase in self-understanding
-1-5 a slight decrease in self-understanding
-6-9 a negative decrease in self-understanding
-10- dramatic decrease in self-understanding
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The researcher expected an increase of 10 or more points to support the prediction that
LL resulted in an increase in self-understanding in the participants (H1). The researcher
analyzed the Standard Deviation of the Pre-LL and Post-LL scores. A Paired T-Test for
these comparisons was performed to show statistical significance of the change in scores.
The final piece of quantitative data to be analyzed is the scores of LLS Q16. “On
a scale of 1-10, rate how the Leader Life (SDI) Training increased your selfunderstanding (H1).” The sum of all the questions answered was converted to a
percentage indicating how much LL Training increased self-understanding. An increase
of greater than 90% was considered evidence that participants experienced a significant
increase in self-understanding (H3).
Hypothesis 1 was evaluated qualitatively through the Leader Life Evaluation
Interview (LLI). The 10 randomly selected participants were asked to narrate a
challenging situation six months before LL, then a challenging situation after LL
Training. The following are the three statements used to measure the participants’ levels
of self-understanding Pre- and Post-LL.
•

LL1. Tell a story where you could identify how your motivations affected your
behavior. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)

•

LL2. Think of a situation in which your self-worth was threatened. Describe if
you recognized how your motives changed as the conflict escalated. (Pre-LL and
Post-LL)

•

LL3. Narrate a story in which you were aware how other people perceived your
motivations. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
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The researcher employed the Leader Life Interview (LLI) rubric to score the narrative as
Low (1), Medium (2), or High (3). A score of 10 (1x10) was the threshold for a “low”
narrative, a score of 20 (2x10) for a medium narrative, and a score of 30 (3x10) for a high
narrative. A positive increase in scores over 5-points from the Pre-LLI to Post-LLI was
the minimum indication that LL Training increased the self-understanding of participants
(H1).
The second hypothesis (H2) stated that Christian leaders who participated in
Leader Life would have a stronger soul identity. The Leader Life Evaluation Survey
measured a similar Pre-LL and Post-LL situation when the participant evaluated his or
her soul identity according to five sub statements:
Q11, Q14: A. I have a clear understanding of the needs of my soul.
Q11, Q14: B. I recognize how my soul needs impact my motivations.
Q11, Q14: C. I can identify when my self-worth is being achieved through my own
effort.
Q11, Q14: D. I allow Christ to meet my soul needs.
Q11, Q14: E. I can identify threats to my self-worth.
Responses along the same 7-point Likert scale (from strongly disagrees to strongly
disagree) measured Pre-LL and Post-LL situations.
Positive movements in the mean-scores from each of the Pre-LL to Post-LL subscores revealed a stronger soul identity in participants (H2). Soul identity subscores (H2)
could range between 5 (1x 5 = 5) and 35 (7X5=35) points, with lower ranges indicating
weaker soul identity of the participants. The sub scores for H2 were assessed according to
the following criteria:
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5 – very low (1x5)
10 – low (2x5)
15 – below average (3x5)
20 – average (4x5)
25 – above average (5x5)
30 – high (6x5)
35 – very high (7x5)
The difference between the two sets of subscores were identified according to the
following criteria:
10 + significant strengthen of soul identity
6-9 positive strengthen of soul identity
1-5 slight strengthen of soul identity
-1-5 slight weakening of soul identity
-6-9 negative weakening of soul identity
-10- dramatic weakening of soul identity
A paired T-Test was performed to show statistical significance of the change in scores.
The final piece of quantitative data to be analyzed was the scores of LLS Q17.
“On a scale from 1-10, the training has helped me to strengthen my soul's core identity in
Christ (that my soul needs are met in Christ) (H2).” The sum of all the Q17 responses
was converted to a percentage indicating the total strength of soul identity felt by
participants. A 90% or higher on the sum percentage of Q17 was considered to represent
a strengthening of soul identity (H2).
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Analysis of data related to Hypothesis 2 also included responses to the qualitative
Leader Life Evaluation Interview (LLI). The randomly chosen participants were asked to
recall similar challenging situations indicating the strength of their soul identity.
Participants shared Pre-LL and Post-LL stories.
•

LL4. Describe a situation where you could identify connections between your
motivation, behavior, and your soul needs. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)

•

LL5. Explain how you adjusted your spiritual care to ensure Christ was the one
fulfilling your soul needs. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)

•

LL6. Tell me a story where you avoided entering into conflict because of your
care for the soul (Pre-LL and Post-LL)

The interviewer used the LLI rubric to score the participant Low (1point), Medium (2
points), or High (3 points). As with the analysis of H1, a score of 10 was considered to
be low (1x10); a medium score was 20 (2x10); and a high score was 30 (3x10). A 5point increase from the Pre-LLI to Post-LLI was considered evidence that LL Training
had strengthened the soul identity of participants (H2).
The third hypothesis concerned whether Christian leaders who participated in
Leader Life reported improved relational management. Participants completed the
Leader Life Evaluation Survey (LLS) comparing a similarly challenging situation Pre-LL
and Post-LL, including the four sub-statements underscoring the criteria linked to LL
Training for improving relational management (Q12 and Q15, respectively).
Q12, Q15: A. I recognize other people’s Motivational Value Systems.
Q12, Q15: B. I can adjust my behavior to lead more effectively.
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Q 12, Q15: C. I can alter my approach because I recognize when other people are
entering their conflict sequence.
Q12, Q15: D. I change how I communicate according to people’s Motivational Value
Systems.
Participants rated how they managed relationships for each situation using the same
seven-point Likert-scale previously described, from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
An increase in the mean sub-scores from Pre-LL to Post-LL Training indicated an
improvement in relational management (H3). The range on the self-understanding
subscores (H3) is measured by 1x 4 = 4 points and shows low self-understanding of the
participant. Conversely, 7 x 4 = 28 points indicates a high-level of self-understanding
from the range of H3 subscores. The following criteria will be used to analyze the subscores for each H3 questions:
4 – very low (1x4)
8 – low (2x4)
12 – below average (3x4)
16 – average (4x4)
20 – above average (5x3)
24 – high (6x4)
28 – very high (7x4)
An increase above 10 points would indicate increased self-understanding in the
participants. The following is the criteria to label the difference in the sub-categories of
(H3):
10 + significant improvement in relational management
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6-9 positive improvements in relational management
1-5 slight improvement in relational management
-1-5 slight reduction in relational management
-6-9 negative in reduction relational management
-10- dramatic in reduction relational management
A Paired T-Test and Standard Deviation were performed to ascribe statistical significance
to the change in scores.
The final piece of quantitative analysis focused on the scores of LLS Q18. “On a
scale from 1-10, rate how the Leader Life (SDI) Training helped you to manage
relationships more effectively (H3).” The sum of all the questions answered was
converted to a percentage indicating the degree LL Training had improved relational
management. A 90% or higher sum percentage on Q18 indicated participants
experienced a significant improvement in relational management (H3).
Determining the validity of H3 also requires qualitative data through the Leader
Life Evaluation Interview. The interviewer asked the randomly chosen participants to
narrate one Pre-LL story and another Post-LL.
•

LLI7. Recall a story where you adjusted your behavior to accommodate someone
else’s MVS for the common good. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)

•

LLI8. Describe how you changed your approach to conflict because you
recognized someone was entering their conflict sequence. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)

•

LLI9. Tell me a story of how you changed the way you communicated with
someone of a different MVS so they could better understand you. (Pre-LL and
Post-LL)
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The researcher used the Leader Life Interview (LLI) rubric to score the narrative Low
(1), Medium (2), or High (3). A sum score of 10 (1x10) was considered low, whereas
stories were scored as medium for a score of 20 (2x10), or high for a score of 30 (3x10).
As with all previous analyses, a minimum of 5-point increase from Pre-LLI to Post-LLI
was required to indicate LL Training improved the relational management of participants
(H3).
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA RESULT AND INTERPRETATIVE ANALYSIS
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness of Leader Life (SDI)
Training as a tool to develop effective Christian leaders in The C&MA. The following
hypotheses were tested quantitatively and qualitatively. Christian leaders who
participated in Leader Life Training (LL) would:
•

(H1) report an increase in their self-understanding following the program;
specifically leaders who attend LL will;
o Recognize the motivation behind their behavior. (H1a)
o Understand how their motives change when in conflict. (H1b)
o Identify when they are entering the different stages of conflict. (H1c)
o Appreciate how other people perceive their behavior. (H1d)
o Become aware when their strengths are overdone. (H1e)

•

(H2) indicate a strengthening of their soul identity. This means leaders who
completed LL will;
o Understand the needs of their soul. (H2a)
o Recognize how their soul needs to impact their motivations. (H2b)
o Identify when their self-worth is achieved through their own effort. (H2c)
o Allow Christ to meets their soul needs. (H2d)
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o Identity threats to their self-worth. (H2e)
•

(H3) record an improvement in their relational management. Having engaged in
LL, leaders will:
o Recognize other people’s Motivational Value Systems. (H3a)
o Adjust their behavior to lead more effectively. (H3b)
o Alter their approach when recognizing other people are entering their
conflict sequence. (H3c)
o Change how they communicate according to people’s Motivational Value
Systems (H3d)

This chapter will present the data from the results of the quantitative Leader Life
Evaluation Survey (LLS) and the qualitative Leader Life Evaluation Interview (LLI).

Results for Hypothesis One (H1):
Leader Life Training increases the leader’s level of Self-Understanding
Quantitative Data – Leader Life Evaluation Survey for
Increased Self-Understanding (H1)
The first hypothesis states that Leader Life (SDI) Training is a useful tool to
develop leaders because those who participate will record an increase in their level of
self-understanding. The following questions were asked of 100 participants in the LLS,
95 responded by recalling a situation before LL in Q10 and then a similar situation after
LL (Q13).
Q10, Q13: A. I can recognize the motivation behind my behavior. (H1a)
Q10, Q13: B. I understand how my motivations change when I am in conflict. (H1b)
Q10, Q13: C. I recognize when I enter the different stages of conflict. (H1c)
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Q10, Q13: D. I can recognize how other people perceive my behavior. (H1d)
Q10, Q13: E. I am aware when my strengths are overdone. (H1e)
The following graph reveals the results of comparing a Pre-LL situation to a similar PostLL situation.

Figure 3. Average pre-scores and post-scores on the Five Questions Covering SelfUnderstanding (n=100).

The data from Table 6 reveals an increase across the board from Pre-LL scores to
Post-LL scores, Pre-LL mean = 3.14, Post LL mean = 5.99. The most substantial gain
(+3.43) is between Q10c and Q13c, where participants reported they are able to identify
better when they are entering different stages of conflict. The highest score of any of the
questions of the LLS occurred for Q13b (6.26). This seems to suggest LL Training is
effective on the changing of motivations when in conflict. The smallest mean difference
recorded in this section (+2.35) was on Q10a, indicating participants had some
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knowledge of the motivations behind their behavior before LL. Even with this
knowledge, the training seemed to increase their understanding of their motives.
Table 6. Sub-Score comparison of pre-scores and post-scores on the Five Questions
Covering Self-Understanding (n=100)

Q10, Q13: A. I can recognize the motivation behind my
behavior. (H1a)
Q10, Q13: B. I understand how my motivations change
when I am in conflict. (H1b)
Q10, Q13: C. I recognize when I enter the different stages
of conflict. (H1c)
Q10, Q13: D. I can recognize how other people perceive
my behavior. (H1d)
Q10, Q13: E. I am aware when my strengths are
overdone. (H1e)
Sub Score Total for H1
Total Mean for H1
Average SD

Pre LL

Post
LL

+/-

3.84

6.19

2.35

2.88

6.26

3.38

2.57

6.00

3.43

3.25

5.75

2.50

3.16

5.73

2.57

15.70
3.14
0.47

29.93
5.99
0.24

14.23
2.85

In this section of H1, there is an average Standard Deviation of 0.82 for Post-LL
responses (Table 7). This data indicates more consistency in participants’ scores
following LL Training. The average Pre-LL Standard Deviation is 1.55, indicating less
consistency in participants’ scores before they received LL Training for H1. The
difference between Pre-LL and Post-LL SD seems to indicate LL Training helped leaders
clarify the framework of self-understanding.
A paired T-test was performed on this group to determine the effect of the LL
intervention on self-understanding. T (4) = 6.2052, p = 0.0002. There was a significant
difference between Pre-LL and Post-LL scores such that training in LL increased selfunderstanding significantly. The two-tailed P value equals 0.0002, which is less than
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0.05. Under conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely
statistically significant.

Table 7. Mean and SD Comparison of Pre-scores and post-scores on the Five Questions
Covering Self-Understanding (n=100)

Q10, Q13: A. I can recognize the motivation
behind my behavior. (H1a)
Q10, Q13: B. I understand how my motivations
change when I am in conflict. (H1b)
Q10, Q13: C. I recognize when I enter the
different stages of conflict. (H1c)
Q10, Q13: D. I can realize how other people
perceive my behavior. (H1d)
Q10, Q13: E. I am aware when my strengths are
overdone. (H1e)
Average for H1

Mean
PreLL

SD
PreLL

Mea
n
PostLL

SD
PostLL

3.84

1.55

6.19

0.59

2.88

1.53

6.26

0.83

2.57

1.39

6.00

0.90

3.25

1.45

5.75

0.90

3.16

1.55

5.73

0.90

3.14

1.49

5.99

0.82

Sub-Score Evaluation for Self-Understanding Questions
The sub-score for H1 Pre-LL (Q10A-E) is 15.70 (Table 7). This number indicates
a below average score for leader’s level of self-understanding before LL. The sub-score
for H1 Post-LL (Q13A-E) is 29.93. This Post-LL count reveals a high level of selfunderstanding. The sub-scores increased +14.23 from Pre-LL to Post-LL, signifying
participants reported an increase in levels of self-understanding following LL Training.
The participants were asked to rate whether Leader Life (SDI) Training affected
their self-understanding. They indicated LL had a significant increase in selfunderstanding with a combined rating of 8.26 out of 10 and a Standard Deviation of 1.34.
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Each subcategory of questions supporting H1 increased by one Standard Deviation from
Pre-LL scores to Post LL scores. This implies the intervention of LL (SDI) Training had
a significant impact on increasing the self-understanding of participants.

Qualitative Data – Leader Life Evaluation Interview
For Increased Self-Understanding (H1)
The researcher randomly interviewed nine participants to evaluate the
effectiveness of LL Training in increasing leaders’ self-understanding. The three
subcategories measured in the interview script regarding self-understanding were: 1)
Participants understand how one's motivations drives behavior (H1a); 2) Participants
understand how motivations change in conflict (H1b and c); and 3) Participants
understand how people perceive their behavior (H1d and e). Each participant was asked
to recall a situation before LL, and answer questions regarding his or her level of selfunderstanding. The same questions were asked about circumstances following LL
Training. The interviewer recorded the responses in a rubric explained in Chapter Three.
The following three tables reflect the results of these interviews.
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Table 8. Results of LLI Rubric “Participants Self-understanding of Motivation and
Behavior”
Participants understand how one's motivation drives behavior.
Able to articulate a Able to clearly
limited
describe the
understanding of
motivation(s) that
an underlying
drive his/her
drive that
behavior, they
Has little or no determines his/her understand they are
understanding
behavior. For
a blend or
of what drives
example, I am a
combination of three
Interviewee
their behavior
people person,
primary motives:
driven person,
BLUE (nurturing)
(Low = 1)
detailed person, or RED
a combination of
(directive) GREEN
all three.
(autonomous).
(Medium = 2)
PreLL
X

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

PostLL

Pre-LL

Total
Difference
Score

PreLL
1
2
2
2
1
1
3
1
1
11

PostLL
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
28

(High = 3)

PostLL

Pre-LL

Post-LL
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Total
Score

X

(-/+)
2
1
1
1
2
2
5
2
1
17

It can be concluded from Table 8 that LL has increased participants’
understanding of their motivations. The difference of Pre-LL and Post-LL scores
represent a large increase (+17). Each participant could articulate some movement in
understanding his or her motivations due to LL Training. For example, Interviewee # 2,
said,
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I would say that knowing, as a red, I am motivated by the win. I would never have
used this language before, but it makes sense. I always have to ask myself why,
why is this win so important? If it's driving me that much, why is it so important?
And what's going on in your soul that this takes such place in your life? I don't
think I would have ever asked myself that question before.
He continues to describe the clarity he received from the training, “I tried for years to be
what I was being painted to be and internally I was frustrated. So this emotional
intelligence training was like awakening something in my soul. Like, this really is who I
am.”
Table 9 shows how each participant responded regarding understanding how his
or her motivation changes in conflict. Many comments in the LL interviews are similar to
those of Interviewee #4, who says he feels LL increased his self-understanding because
of the teaching about conflict.
I honestly felt like I didn't have the tools emotionally to be able to deal with
conflict. Upon going through Leader Life, I felt like I was really given some tools
and handles on how to be able to properly either not accommodate and not move
through those three stages of conflict, or if I did enter into conflict, be able to
express myself in a way that was positive and healthy, where the relationship still
stayed intact.
The LLI rubric score indicates every participant interviewed increased in understanding
regarding how his or her motives change in conflict (+11).
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Table 9. Results of LLI Rubric “Participants Self-understanding of Motivation and
Conflict”
Participants understand how one's motivations change in conflict.
Has little or
no
understanding
that there are
any
Participant motivational
changes when
conflict
escalates.

Able to recognize
when their
Can articulate motivation changes
a limited
in conflict and can
understanding distinguish the
of a change of different motivations
Total
motivations
BLUE
Score
when conflict (accommodate) RED
escalates.
(assert) GREEN
(analyze) as they go
(Medium = 2) deeper in conflict.

Total
Difference
Score

(Low = 1)
(High = 3)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

PreLL
X

PostLL

PreLL

PostLL

Pre-LL

X
X

X
X
X

Post-LL

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

PreLL
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
14

PostLL
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
25

(+/-)
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
11

Table 10 reveals the smallest increase of self-understanding for participants (+5).
Four of the nine participants showed no increase, and every other participant interviewed
indicated some increase in recognizing how other people perceive his/her behavior. Even
though the increase was minimal, Interviewee # 2 highlighted the significance of LL in
increasing his understanding of how other people perceive him:
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Table 10. Results of LLI Rubric “Participants Self-understanding of Perceived Behavior”
Participants recognize how other people perceive his/her behavior.
Can offer little
or no details
how other
people
Participant perceive their
behavior and
motivation.
(Low =1)
PreLL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

PostLL

Able to describe in
generalities how
other people
perceive their
behavior and
motivation.

Able to describe in
details how other
people perceive their
motivation and
behavior. BLUE
(nurturing) RED
(directive) GREEN
(autonomous).

Total
Score

Total
Difference
Score

PreLL
2
1
2
2
2
1
3
1
2
16

PostLL
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
21

(Medium = 2)
(High = 3)
Pre-LL

Post-LL

Pre-LL

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Post-LL

X
X

X

(+/-)
1
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
5

I think this is the biggest thing I have learned from Leader Life. Before the
training, I'd walk away from a situation and hear ‘you're so intense.’ And I
couldn't figure out what was meant by that. Because I didn't see myself as intense,
I'm just talking about where we're headed. Since this training, when someone
says, you're intense it clicks with me. I am in red mode; I'm so focused on the
outcome that, that's all I can see. So it helps me now to think, okay, how do I
communicate this without getting so intense with it that it scares people.
The scores from each of the three sub-categories of the LL Interview show a +33
increase. This supports the hypothesis that LL increases the level of self-understanding of
leaders. As Interviewee #3 concludes, “Since having the SDI training, I'm so much more
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aware of myself and what's motivating me, as well as what I perceive to be the other
person's motivations and reactions. And so there's much more opportunity to bridge those
conflicting attitudes and behaviors because you understand what the motivations are.”
LL (SDI) Training has given leaders an increased understanding of self.

Results for Hypothesis Two (H2):
Leader Life Training strengthens the leader’s soul identity
Quantitative Data – Leader Life Evaluation Survey (LLS)
For Strengthening Soul Identity
Christian leaders who participate in Leader Life (SDI) Training will indicate they
have experienced a stronger soul identity. This is the second hypothesis supporting the
premise that Leader Life (SDI) Training is a useful tool to develop Christian leaders.
The 95 participants who completed the LLS answered the following questions comparing
similar situations Pre-LL (Q11) and Post-LL (Q14).
Q11, Q14: A. I have a clear understanding of the needs of my soul. (H2a)
Q11, Q14: B. I recognize how my soul needs impact my motivations. (H2b)
Q11, Q14: C. I can identify when my self-worth is being achieved through my own
effort. (H2c)
Q11, Q14: D. I allow Christ to meet my soul needs. (H2d)
Q11, Q14: E. I can identify threats to my self-worth. (H2e)
The following graph indicates the results of comparing a Pre-LL situation to a similar
Post-LL situation.
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Figure 4. Average pre-score and post-score for Five Questions Covering Soul Identity

The data in Table 11 shows participants of LL have strengthened their soul
identity. The mean Post-LL scores are higher than the Pre-LL mean scores, Pre-LL mean
= 4.33, Post LL mean = 6.02. The Pre-LL mean of 4.33 is the highest Pre-LL mean in
this project. This suggests participants feel their soul identity begins in a stronger place.
The smallest difference between Pre-LL and Post-LL mean is between Q11D and Q14D
(+0.72). Since participants recorded a stronger soul identity before LL, it appears LL had
minimal influence in allowing Christ to meet their soul needs. The most significant
change is between the mean of Q11B and Q14B (+2.39); it shows participants are better
able to recognize how their soul needs impact their motivations. Analysis of data for H2
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Table 11. Sub-Score comparison of pre-scores and post-scores on the Five Questions
covering Soul Identity (n=100)
Pre
LL
4.12

Post
LL
6.02

Q11B, Q14B - Recognize how their soul needs impact their
motivations. (H2b)
Q11C, Q14C - Identify when their self-worth is achieved
through their own effort. (H2c)
Q11D, Q14D - Allow Christ to meets their soul needs. (H2d)

3.69

6.08

4.12

5.85

5.41

6.13

Q11E, Q14E - Identity threats to their self-worth. H2e)

4.32

6.01

Sub-Score for H2
Total Mean for H2

21.6
6
4.33

30.0
9
6.02

Average SD

0.65

0.11

Q11A, Q14A - Understand the needs of their soul. (H2a)

+/+1.9
0
+2.3
9
+1.7
3
+0.7
2
+1.6
9
+8.4
3
+1.6
9

reveals a higher standard deviation among the Pre-LL scores for Q11 (1.46) then for
Post-LL Q14 scores (0.73). Again, this shows a higher consistency of responses from
participants once they had received LL Training. There is a broader distribution of
answers regarding soul identity before any training. The difference between Pre-LL and
Post-LL SD seems to indicate LL Training helped leaders strengthen the central LL
tenants of soul identity.
A paired T-test was also performed on this group (Q11 and Q14), to determine the
effect LL intervention had on soul identity. T (4) = 6.2052, p = 0.0034. There was a
significant difference between Pre-LL and Post-LL scores, such that training in LL
strengthened participants’ soul identity significantly. The two-tailed P value equals
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0.0034, which is less than 0.05. Under conventional criteria, this difference is considered
to be very statistically significant.
Table 12. Mean and SD Comparison of pre-scores and post-scores on the Five Questions
Covering Soul Identity (n=100)

Q11A, Q14A - Understand the needs of their soul. (H2a)
Q11B, Q14B - Recognize how their soul needs impact
their motivations. (H2b)
Q11C, Q14C - Identify when their self-worth is achieved
through their own effort. (H2c)
Q11D, Q14D - Allow Christ to meets their soul needs.
(H2d)
Q11E, Q14E - Identity threats to their self-worth. H2e)
Average for H2

Mean
PreLL
4.12

SD
PreLL
1.55

Mean
PostLL
6.02

SD
Post
-LL
0.70

3.69

1.66

6.08

0.68

4.12

1.56

5.85

0.89

5.41

1.09

6.13

0.69

4.32
4.33

1.46
1.46

6.01
6.02

0.69
0.73

Sub-Score Evaluation for Soul Identity Questions
The sub-score for H2 Pre-LL (Q11A-E) is 21.66. This number indicates an
average score of leaders recording the strength of their soul identity. This represents the
highest Pre-LL score, demonstrating leaders have a higher level of soul awareness than
the other categories in this research. The sub-score for H2 Post-LL (Q14A-E) is 30.09.
This Post-LL score reveals a high level of strength in the participants’ soul identity. The
sub-scores only increased +8.43 from Pre-LL to Post-LL, signifying participants recorded
a positive strengthening in their level of soul identity following LL Training. Although
this represents the smallest increase from Pre- to Post-LL scores, participants came into
LL Training recording a higher level than the other two hypotheses.
The participants were asked to rate whether Leader Life (SDI) Training
strengthened their soul identity. They indicated LL had a slight strengthening of their soul
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identity with an average rating of 7.32 out of 10. They also had a higher Standard
Deviation of 2.05. There is a broader distribution of scores in H2 then recorded in H1 or
H3. This seems to suggest a greater variety of views among participants saying LL was
helpful in strengthening their soul identity. Each subcategory supporting H2 in the LLS
increased by more than one SD from the Pre-LL scores, indicating a strengthening of the
participants’ soul identity. While not the most robust improvement, these scores imply
the intervention of LL (SDI) Training had a slight impact on strengthening the soul
identity of participants.

Qualitative Data – Leader Life Evaluation Interview (LLI)
For Strengthening Soul Identity (H2)
The Leader Life Evaluation Interview (LLI) was conducted to qualitatively
evaluate Leader Life’s ability to strengthen the soul identity of participants. These three
categories served as the standard for assessing the strength of one's soul identity: 1)
participants with strong soul identity understand motivations come from one’s core
identity in Christ (H2a, H2b); 2) Participants with strong soul identity can cultivate a
healthy soul (H2c, H2d); and 3) Participants with strong soul identify are able to
recognize and overcome the triggers that threaten self worth (H2e). The participants were
asked a series of questions comparing situations before and after the training. The
interviewer used a rubric to rate interviewees' responses as High (3), Medium (2), or Low
(1). The following section reveals the responses regarding interviewees’ soul identity.
In the LLI interview, Interviewee #5 described how he had taken many different
personality assessments and other leadership training events. For him, Leader Life (SDI)
Training has been the most helpful because it did not focus solely on behavioral change
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but instead linked soul needs with motivations. The training helped him discover his core
motivational drive and its implications. He said,
I began understanding that I am motivated as a blue/red to see things
accomplished with people. All of a sudden, the training began to bring clarity to
what caused great depths of insecurity, why it caused me to not move with
boldness into things. So it really interconnected with some of the things that I'm
learning about my soul in terms of my root desires and some of the things that are
my identity issues. They are tied up in the same things with people and with
accomplishing things and how those are married together. So that root desire,
which connects obviously to sin and to some of the things of where you find your
value and your identity, tied together. But that really gave some clarity to how
that played out in my life.
The data in Table 13 demonstrates a considerable total increase of the interviewed
participants’ ability to articulate an understanding of how motivations come from their
core identity in Christ (+13). Eight out of nine participants showed some increase in their
knowledge of their soul identity and motives because of LL Training.
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Table 13. Soul Identity: Understanding motivations come from identity in Christ
Participants with strong Soul Identity understand motivations come from one's core
identity in Christ.

Makes little
or no
connection
between
Participa
motivations
nt
and his/her
soul needs.
(Low 1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

PreLL
X

PostLL

Can make some
general
connections
between
motivations and
his/her soul
needs.
(Medium = 2)

PreLL

(High = 3)
PostPre-LL
LL
X
X
X
X
X
X

PostLL

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Able to clearly
and specifically
identify
motivations that
come from
his/her soul
needs.
(Red=Significan
ce, Blue =
Acceptance, and
Green =
Security)

X
X

X
X

Total Total
Score Score

PreLL
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
14

PostLL
3
3
3
3
3
5
2
3
2
27

Diff
eren
ce

2
1
1
1
2
4
0
1
1
13

The interviews represented in Table 14 revealed a moderate change in the care for
the soul because of the LL Training (+6). Six out of the nine interviewed indicated some
increase in soul care because of the LL Training. None of the interviewees suggested a
dramatic change in his or her patterns of spiritual care following LL. The interviewees
mainly shared how their new understanding provided them with a better framework that
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Table 14. Participants with Strong Soul Identity can cultivate a healthy soul
Participants with Strong Soul Identity can cultivate a healthy soul.
Able to
Can give some
identify
Makes little or general and
specific and
no changes in
periodical
intentional
his or her
changes in his
changes in his
spiritual care
or her spiritual
Partic
or her spiritual Total
to fulfill their
care to fulfill
ipant
care to fulfill
Score
soul needs in
their soul
their soul
Christ.
needs in
needs in
Christ.
Christ.
(Low =1)
(Medium = 2)
(High = 3)
PrePostPrePostPrePostPreLL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
X
X
1
2
X
X
2
2
X
3
X
2
X
4
X
2
X
X
5
2
X
6
X
1
X
X
7
2
X
8
X
2
9
X
X
1
16
Total

Total
Score

PostLL
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
22

Diff
eren
ce

1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
6

enables better reflection on their soul needs. For example, Interviewee #1 shared how LL
(SDI) helped her process her soul need, “I realized journaling is where I can start to
unpack these soul issues. So the journaling piece didn't necessarily come from the SDI
training, but the SDI training helped me to identify what my soul issues are or what the
triggers are so that I can go to my journal and start unpacking it with the Lord and not
expecting someone else to fix it for me.”
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Several others mentioned how going through the Soul Care Conference, a
program sponsored by Metro District C&MA around the time of LL enhanced their
understanding of soul needs and care. Interviewee # 5 expressed his thoughts about how
Soul Care Conference and LL work together. He said,
I think what it [LL] did at its root level, it was a big awareness issue. So I
wouldn't say the training's very good at giving you any tools or ways to process
that in terms of self-growth. I think it brings awareness to how you're motivated,
and then it kind of leaves you hanging there. Which is fine in my case because it
went into other things, so as I dove into soul care a couple of years ago, I already
had the framework in my head about my behaviors.
LL seems to bring about awareness of soul issues and a framework for understanding.
Other programs, like Soul Care, go more in depth to care for spiritual health.
Most interviewees recorded some change in how they overcome unnecessary
conflict because they can recognize the triggers that threaten their self-worth. Table 15
shows only two interviewees did not record any significant difference in identifying how
unmet soul needs contributed to minimizing unwarranted conflict following LL Training.
Overall there was an increase in interviewees saying LL helped them minimize
unwarranted conflict because of a stronger soul identity (+10).
Interviewee #6 identified her MVS as Red and shared how, in her context, women
are not permitted to be assertive or driven. Many of her conflicts occurred because of the
inward battle she had within her soul. She shared, “I never felt fully accepted for my
driven-ness, my wanting to accomplish tasks, and also I felt like I was not feeling like I'm
doing something significant in the world.” LL allowed her to embrace her ‘redness’. As
she recalled, “It took a good three years for me to really accept the training. For me, I
said I was blue-red, and then I was on the line of red/blue, and now I fully embrace that
I'm red because as a woman, a red woman.” When asked to describe how conflict was
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different since LL, she stated, “I realize my goal needs to be met in Christ, that I'm
significant in him, but I've learned, and I've accepted the fact that I've been made that
way, and that's okay. My behaviors look the same on both sides, except for I understand
where my motivation is coming from and I don't feel as driven or I don't strive as much.
Though it looks the same on the outside, but internally I'm not as clamoring for that

Table 15. Soul Identity - Participants with strong Soul Identity can recognize and
overcome the triggers that threaten one's self-worth sending them into the stages of
conflict
Participants with strong Soul Identity can recognize and overcome the triggers that threaten
one's self-worth sending them into the stages of conflict.
Able to
Has little or no
articulate
stories in
Has some limited
consistent
which he/she
stories in which
stories in which
avoid entering he/she avoid
he/she avoid
his or her own entering his or
Tota
entering his or
conflict
her conflict
Total l
Differen
Participant
her conflict
sequence
sequence because
Score Scor ce
sequence
because of his of his or her care
e
because of his
or her care for for the soul
or her care for
the soul
the soul
(Medium = 2)
(Low = 1)
(High = 3)
Pre- PostPostPost- PrePostPre-LL
Pre-LL
(+/-)
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
X
X
1
1
3
2
X
X
2
1
3
2
X
X
3
2
3
1
X
X
4
2
3
1
5
X
X
1
2
1
X
6
X
2
3
0
X
7
X
2
2
0
X
8
X
2
3
1
9
X
X
1
2
1
14
24
10
Total
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attention.” She recognized if her soul is in a healthy place she was better able to navigate
conflict.
Each of the three sub-categories relating to strengthening participants’ soul
identity displayed a +29 increase. This supports the hypothesis that LL Training
strengthens the soul identity of leaders. Participants who can make the connection
between motives, soul needs, and tending to the care of their souls are better able to
reduce or resolve unwarranted conflict. Participants strengthen their soul identity by
allowing Christ to meet their soul needs.

Results for Hypothesis Three (H3):
Leader Life Training improves the leader’s relational management
Quantitative Data – Leader Life Evaluation Survey for H3
The third hypothesis (H3) is Christian leaders who participate in Leader Life will
report improved relational management. Participants answered Q12 after reflecting on a
challenging situation Pre-LL Training. Then they responded to Q15 about a similar
situation Post-LL Training.
Q12, Q15: A. I recognize other people's Motivational Value Systems. (H3a)
Q12, Q15: B. I am able to adjust my behavior to lead more effectively. (H3b)
Q 12, Q15: C. I am able to alter my approach because I recognize when other people are
entering their conflict sequence. (H3c)
Q12, Q15: D. I change how I communicate according to people's Motivational Value
Systems. (H3d)
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Figure 5. Average pre-score and post-score for Four Questions Covering Relational
Management (n=100)

The data in Table 16 reveals a significant improvement in each category between
Pre-LL scores and Post-LL scores of H3, Pre-LL mean = 3.44, Post LL mean = 5.93.
The most substantial increase is between Q12D and Q15D (+3.01). Participants recorded
they have improved their communication according to other people’s MVS. Before LL
Training, participants indicated a higher degree of adjusting behavior to lead more
effectively, as recorded in Q12B (4.06). Because of the higher Pre-LL score, this
represents the smallest relational management improvement between Pre- and Post-LL
Training (+1.94). Again, as recorded in each of the scores, there is a definite
improvement in relational management to support H3.
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There is an average Standard Deviation of 0.77 for Post-LL responses for H3.
This indicates more consistency in participants’ scores following the LL Training on
relational management. The average Pre-LL Standard Deviation is higher at 1.54,
Table 16. Sub-Score comparison of pre-scores and post-scores on the Four Questions
Covering Relational Management (n=100)
Q12A, Q15A. I recognize other people's motivational value
system. (H3a)
Q12A, Q15B. I am able to adjust my behavior to lead more
effectively. (H3b)
Q12A, Q15C. I am able to alter my approach because I
recognize when other people are entering their conflict
sequence. (H3c)
Q12A, Q15D. I change how I communicate according to
people's Motivational Value System (H3d)
Sub-Scores for H3
Total Average for H3
SD Average for H3

Pre LL

Post LL

+/-

3.46

6.03

+2.57

4.06

6

+1.94

3.37

5.81

+2.44

2.88

5.89

+3.01

13.77
3.44
1.54

23.73
5.93
0.77

+9.96
+2.49

indicating a broader response among participants before they received the training. The
difference between Pre-LL and Post-LL SD seems to indicate LL Training helped leaders
improve in the categories of relational management.
A paired T-test was performed on this group to determine the effect LL
intervention had on improving relational management. T (4) = 11.3085, p = 0.0015.
There is a significant difference between Pre-LL and Post-LL scores such that LL
Training improved relational management significantly. The two-tailed P value equals
0.0015, which is less than 0.05. Under conventional criteria, this difference is considered
to be very statistically significant.
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Table 17. Mean and SD Comparison of pre-scores and post-scores on the Four Questions
Covering Relational Management (n=100)

Q12A, Q15A. I recognize other people's motivational
value system. (H3a)
Q12A, Q15B. I am able to adjust my behavior to lead
more effectively. (H3b)
Q12A, Q15C. I am able to alter my approach because I
recognize when other people are entering their conflict
sequence. (H3c)
Q12A, Q15D. I change how I communicate according to
people's Motivational Value System (H3d)
Average for H3

Mean
PreLL

SD Mean
Pre- PostLL LL

SD
PostLL

3.46

1.57 6.03

0.68

4.06

1.51 6.00

0.68

3.37

1.62 5.81

0.77

2.88

1.47 5.89

0.95

3.44

1.54 5.93

0.77

Sub-Score Evaluation for Relational Management Questions
The sub-score for H3 Pre-LL (Q12A-D) is 13.77. This number indicates a below
average score of leaders recording their level of relational management. The sub-score
for H3 Post-LL (Q15A-D) is 23.75. This Post-LL score reveals a high level of relational
management. The sub-scores increased +9.96 from Pre-LL to Post-LL, signifying
participants recorded a significant improvement in relational management following LL
Training.
The participants were asked to rate whether Leader Life (SDI) Training helped to
improve relational management. They indicated LL had a significant improvement in
relational management with a combined rating of 8.18 out of 10, with a Standard
Deviation of 1.21. Each subcategory supporting H3 in the LLS increased by more than
one SD from Pre-LL scores; this indicates an improvement of participants’ relational
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management. The data from LLS implies the intervention of LL (SDI) Training had a
significant impact on improving the relational management of participants.

Qualitative Data – Leader Life Evaluation Interview (LLI)
For Improving Relational Management (H3)
Improvement in the area of relational management was also evaluated
qualitatively through the LLI by verifying improvement in three sub-categories. The subcategories supporting H3 are: 1) Participants value other people’s motivational systems
(H3a, H3b); 2) Participants can alter their approach to conflict when they recognize
someone is entering his or her conflict sequence (H3c); and 3) Participants can adjust
their communication styles to include all MVS (H3d). Nine individuals participated in the
LL1.
Table 18 shows improvement regarding adjusting behavior to other people’s MVS
between Pre- and Post-LL situations (+9). Interviewee #7 showed the same high
expertise both before and after LL in changing behavior to accommodate someone else’s
motivation for the common good. All other interviewees expressed some improvement in
the ability to adjust their behavior for the common good of people different then
themselves. Interviewee #9 describes himself as a red leader, he said that before LL he
led in a demanding top-down manner. He recalled,
So, basically my approach for leadership was getting people to change
immediately and if they couldn't change then it was more because they were lazy.
And so, I realize that a lot of the time I cut people off very quickly because I've
already had the conversation figured out and I was ready to give them the answer.
A lot of my leadership understanding was basically: do what I tell you to do. I
need to address the problem. I need to fix the problem. I need to get it done. So, a
lot of it was driven in that way.
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Interviewee #9 expressed gratitude for LL Training because he became aware of other
people’s MVS and learned how to adjust his leadership accordingly. He told a story in
which he needed to confront a volunteer in his ministry context for consistently being

Table 18. Relational Management - Participants value other people’s motivational system
(MVS)
Participants can adjust behavior to other people’s motivational system (MVS).

Participa
nt

Has limited
ability to
identify other
peoples MVS
(Red, Blue,
Green, Hub)
and makes
little or no
adjustments to
behavior to
accommodate
someone
else’s MVS
for the
common good

At times can
identify other
peoples MVS
(Red, Blue,
Green, Hub)
and
occasionally
adjust behavior
to
accommodate
someone else’s
MVS for the
common good
(Medium = 2)

Able to
consistently
identify other
peoples MVS
(Red, Blue,
Green, Hub)
and can adjust
behavior to
accommodate
someone else's
MVS for the
common good

Tota
l
Scor
e

Tota
l
Scor
e

PreLL
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
1
17

PostLL
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
26

Differen
ce

(High = 3)

(Low =1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

PreLL
X

PostLL

PreLL

PostLL

PreLL

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

110

PostLL
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

2
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
2
10

late. He realized this person has a primary blue motivation, and adjusted his leadership to
accommodate the different MVS. He was pleasantly surprised by the different approach,
"And for me as a red, I'm going, man, that didn't seem to come across strong enough that
he got it. But I realize that he got it. He knew that he was in, you know ... that he needed
a change or else.” His relational management improved because he was able to adjust his
behavior to accommodate other people’s MVS.
Nearly every interviewee expressed some improvement in their ability to alter
their approach in conflict. The gain for the entire group is recorded in Table 19,
indicating a total score of +10. For Interviewee #2, the LL Training was immensely
transformative. He gave this testimony,
All right, this is real confession time. Because now that I realize it's about the
other person being in conflict and really trying to figure out what their emotional
details and its makeup, it's different. But in the past, I didn't realize how much
when someone was in conflict I would look for the weak spot and go after that.
And it was usually found in the data. If I could find something in what they were
saying that was off, I'd just rip into that and back them down. Admitting I feel
badly because I didn't realize that's what it was.
LL Training, he said, gave him insight on how to process conflict from the other person's
viewpoint. He said he is much more intentional in trying to hear what's being said and
understand the other person's motivations. He goes on to say, “I'll be honest. I am no less
conscious of the data, but I am very much conscious of the inappropriate way in which I
can use data to get what I want. And that's been an eye-opener for me. And also a
challenge to, at time, just go, you know what, it's more important to keep this relationship
than it is to get what I want.” LL Training is helping participants better manage
relationships in a healthy way.
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Interviewee #4 expressed how LL Training helped him communicate more
effectively by learning how to adjust his communication style to other people, even those
very different from himself. He said,

Table 19. Participants can alter one's approach to conflict when they recognize someone
is entering their conflict sequence
Participants can alter one's approach to conflict when they recognize someone is entering their
conflict sequence.
Shows little or no At times can
Able to regularly
recognition and
recognize and
recognize and
change to his or
change his or her change his or her
her approach to
approach to
approach to
conflict because
conflict because
conflict because
Tota
of minimal
they can identify they can identify
Participa
l
Total Differen
attention when
when other
when other
nt
Scor Score ce
other people are
people are
people are
e
entering a
entering a
entering a
conflict
conflict
conflict
sequence.
sequence.
sequence.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

(Low = 1)
PostPre-LL
LL
X
X

(Medium = 2)
PostPre-LL
LL

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

(High =3)
Pre-LL

PostLL
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

PreLL
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
14

PostLL
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
2
24

2
2
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
10

There definitely has been thinking through who am I talking to, probably what is
their color, how do I address it. I think there's still some ways that I could grow
and be better, and being green, like talking to someone that's more green. I think I
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probably struggle a little bit more in that, someone that's a red green, it's almost
like opposite end of me. That may be the toughest person I have.
Other interviewees expressed their ability to adjust communication styles to MVS other
than their own. Every interview represented an improvement in how they communicate
as shown in Table 20. LL Training has helped improve relational management as it
relates to adjusting communication styles (+13).

Table 20. Participants can adjust their communication style to include all MVS
Participants can adjust their communication style to include all MVS.
Able to
Offers little or
Able to
periodically
no adjustment
naturally adjust
adjust his or
to his or her
his or her
her
Total
Participa communicatio
communicatio
Total
communicatio
Scor
nt
n style to other
n style to other
Score
n style to other
e
people’s MVS
people’s MVS
people’s MVS
(Low =1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

PreLL
X
X

PostLL

(Medium =2)
PrePostLL
LL

X
X
X

X
X

(High =3)
PreLL

PostLL
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Differen
ce

PreLL
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
12

PostLL
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
25

(+/-)
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
13

Each of the three sub-categories relating to improved relational management
among participants displayed a +33 increase. This supports the hypothesis that LL
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Training improves relational management among leaders. Participants report they are
able to recognize other people’s MVS, and when others are entering into conflict. They
report the ability to adjust behavior and communication to meet other people’s MVS.
Many of the participants feel confident adjusting their approaches to better connect with
people with other MVS. However, they did not always remember to make the
adjustments. For example, when Interviewee #7 was asked if he was able to adjust his
communication to other people’s MVS, he said, “The writing is still a place where I think
it doesn't. ... Well, a little bit, not as much. Only when I am really being more conscious.”
LL Training has provided a great structure for leadership development, however a more
consistent and natural application of these principles needs to be developed.

Conclusion
In Chapter One, three hypotheses were presented in support of LL Training’s
effectiveness in developing Christian Leaders in C&MA. The research suggests the LL
Training intervention had a significant impact on increasing self-understanding,
strengthening soul identity, and improving relational management of the leaders who
participated. In fact, the final question asked on the LLS was, “On a scale of 1-10, rate
how Leader Life (SDI) Training has prepared you to lead in your ministry setting.” The
mean response was 9, with a median response of 8.51, and Standard Deviation of 1.21.
This reveals LL Training has had a positive impact on those who participated. The next
chapter will further examine these results with observations, recommendations, and
exploration of the ramifications of this research.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
Introduction
Many pastors are ill-equipped to face the increased complexities and challenges
confronting the church. Societal changes and the increased demands of people put an
enormous pressure on pastors and Christian leaders, and unfortunately, many do not
respond appropriately to the heavy burdens. Unwarranted conflict, inappropriate
reactions, and pastoral insecurities underlie many of the leadership failures in our
churches. Furthermore, too many pastors lack a basic level of self-understanding, failing
to understand their underlying soul needs, and lacking the ability to manage relationships
healthily. Recognizing these trends in Christian leadership within the Christian and
Missionary Alliance led the Metropolitan District to develop Leader Life (SDI) Training
as an intervention. Leader Life (SDI) Training is a tool to develop effective Christian
leaders in The C&MA.
The purpose of this research project was to evaluate the effectiveness of the
Leader Life (SDI) Training as a tool to develop Christian Leaders. Evaluating the
effectiveness of LL Training requires proving three hypotheses and several supporting
elements.
The first hypothesis (H1) is that Christian leaders who participate in Leader Life
will increase their level of self-understanding. Specifically, leaders who attend LL will:
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•

Recognize the motivation behind their behavior. (H1a)

•

Understand how their motives change when in conflict. (H1b)

•

Identify when they are entering different stages of conflict. (H1c)

•

Appreciate how other people perceive their behavior. (H1d)

•

Become aware when their strengths are overdone. (H1e)

The second hypothesis (H2) is that Christian leaders who participated in Leader Life will
have a stronger soul identity. This means leaders who completed LL will:
•

Understand the needs of their soul. (H2a)

•

Recognize how their soul needs impact their motivations. (H2b)

•

Identify when their self-worth is achieved through their effort. (H2c)

•

Allow Christ to meets their soul needs. (H2d)

•

Identity threats to their self-worth. (H2e)

The third hypothesis (H3) is that Christian leaders who participate in Leader Life will
report improved relational management. Having engaged in LL, they will:
•

Recognize other people's motivational value systems. (H3a)

•

Adjust their behavior to lead more effectively. (H3b)

•

Alter their approach when recognizing other people are entering their conflict
sequence. (H3c)

•

Change how they communicate according to people's Motivational Value Systems
(H3d)

Unfortunately, there is no known assessment tool to adequately measure the effectiveness
of Leader Life (SDI) Training. Therefore, the researcher developed qualitative and
quantitative tools to evaluate the efficacy of this training. The Leader Life Evaluation
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Survey (LLS) was sent to 276 participants who completed LL Training. One hundred
participants finished the LLS. LLS provided quantitative data that were analyzed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of LL. The researcher also chose ten random participants to
be interviewed. The interview (LLI) offered qualitative data for the three hypotheses. The
Leader Life Evaluation Interview (LLI) rubric was used to capture quantitative scores and
analyze the data. The results supporting each of the hypotheses are outlined in Chapter
Four.
This chapter will describe the observations and surprises discovered from the
research. The findings of the research will be reviewed with a view to literature presented
in Chapter Two. Reflections on the research design will be discussed with
recommendations for future study. Finally, several recommendations will be given
regarding developing Christian leaders for effective ministry.

Observations and Surprises
The first observation is the value participants placed on LL (SDI) Training. Each
sub-score in all three sections support the hypotheses, increased by more than one
Standard Deviation from Pre-LL scores. Additionally, 85% of the responses recorded in
the LLI rubric increased by at least one point following LL Training (12/81). When
participants were asked if LL was helpful in preparing them to lead effectively, the mean
score was 9 out of 10 (the median 8.51), with a Standard Deviation of only 1.12. A
participant of the LLS shared his thoughts on the impact of LL in his or her life, “SDI was
transformative for me. At age 51 when I took the training, I would say I finally figured
out certain things about why I would do what I do in conflict. I came back from the
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training, shared it with my wife who was blown away by the understandings, and we
have tried to implement SDI throughout our staff and ministry!” Overall participants
report the usefulness of LL (SDI) Training in their personal and professional
development as Christian leaders.
The conflict portion of LL (SDI) Training appears to be the most significant
portion of the training. A participant in LLS shared his or her perspective about LL
teaching on conflict, “I received the training in the midst of a nasty conflict with
colleagues. The training really helped me view the conflict more objectively, and
understand why they acted the way they did. This really helped in my process of
forgiving them.” Participants’ responses in Section One of LLS (Q10 Q13, and Q11 Q14)
indicating their understanding of how motivations change in the different stages in
conflict is the most significant increase from Pre-LL to Post-LL scores in the entire LLS
(+3.38 and +3.43).
It is not surprising that the lowest area of development following LL Training was
about strengthening the soul identity of leaders (H2). The LLS merely shows a +1.69
increase from Pre-LL to Post-LL scores. Those interviewed in the LLI only recorded a
+29 rise between Pre-LL and Post-LL on the soul identity rubric. Both the LLS and LLI
scores reveal the lowest of all three sections. As mentioned in Chapter One, the teaching
on the core soul needs has been further developed in the past two years. This may explain
some of the lower scores. However, another observation is the soul was healthier in some
of the leaders before coming into the training. Many of the Interviewees have participated
in Soul Care Conference or other spiritual formation experiences where they tended to
their souls. At the same time, it seems LL Training was helpful in framing the soul needs
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in preparation for Soul Care Conference. As one participant said, “Going through a Soul
Care Conference with Rob [Reimer] this year and applying the [LL] principles has helped
me greatly!”
The most significant surprise was not revealed in the data collection but in the
demographics of who completed the LLS. This section shows that 75% of those
completing the survey describe themselves as Caucasian-white ethnicity, 65% are over
the age of 50, and 78% are men. Unfortunately, there is no information available
regarding the demographics of those who participated in the LL Training. However, it
can be reasonably assumed that the demographics of those who completed the LLS is
proportional to those who completed LL Training. It is surprising that LL is weak on
participation of non-Anglo and female leaders. This observation warrants some
recommendations discussed later in this chapter.

Findings in Relation to Literature
The pioneering work of Thorndike and Gardner introduces the basic concept that
emotional intelligence is distinct and different from intellectual knowledge. Their work
laid the foundation for Emotional Intelligence Theory. Several decades later, SaloveyMayer, Reuven Bar-on, and Daniel Goleman popularized these theories by publishing
research, standardizing assessments, and introducing EI into the business and leadership
worlds. The majority of literature surrounding emotional and social intelligence theory,
as outlined in Chapter Two, suggests four consistent constructs: self-understanding, selfmanagement, relational understanding, and relational management.
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Simply put, emotional intelligence begins with better understanding oneself and
the ability to regulate one's emotions and behaviors effectively. Emotional intelligence
also includes how one relates to other people. This requires the ability to recognize other
people’s emotions, motives, and behaviors. It also involves understanding other people’s
perceptions of oneself. Leaders who have developed emotional intelligence can manage
how they respond to other people. LL Training utilizes basic EI theory as the foundation
to help leaders increase self-understanding and improve their relational management. The
findings from this study support the literature surrounding emotional and social
intelligence theories used by LL Training. Additionally, the research supports the
hypotheses that Leader Life (SDI) Training has been effective in increasing selfunderstanding (H1) and improving relational management (H3) among leaders who
complete the program.
Leader Life Training uses SDI as the primary tool of self-discovery to increase
self-understanding and improve relational management. SDI, based on Porter’s Relational
Awareness Theory, helps participants discover the motivations behind behavior. The
literature presented by Erich Fromm and Karen Horney in Chapter Two supports the
theory that motivation drives behavior. Carl Rogers’ writings develop Fromm and
Horney’s work from focusing on pathology to helping individuals discover healthy
behaviors by better understanding core motivations. The SDI, created by Elias Porter, is a
heuristic tool to help people discern motivations. The research affirms the effectiveness
of SDI as a self-discovery instrument used in LL to increase self-understanding (H1) and
improve relational management (H3). A LLS participant affirms the value of SDI used in
LL, “SDI is an invaluable resource to understanding one’s motivations. For me,
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personally, it has changed the way I communicate with others and the way I understand
them. I have learned to care about deeply and respect others I have in the past had a great
deal of conflict with because I now understand their internal wiring.”
The literature and research of this dissertation also confirm LL (SDI) Training is a
useful tool to develop leaders since participants recorded the strengthening of their soul
identity (H2). A LLS participant shared how vital LL Training was to his or her spiritual
development, saying, “SDI was part of a second birth in my spiritual life.” The literature
presented in Chapter Two supports the connection between one’s Motivational Value
System (Red, Blue, Green) and the core needs of the human soul (Red=significance,
Blue=acceptance, and Green=security). These core soul needs are left unfulfilled unless
we receive acceptance, significance, and security through our relationship with Christ.
Understanding the core soul needs brings leaders to a place of transformation, as Terpstra
says, “The more we understand the soul and the motivations that drive it, the greater
opportunity we have to apply the glorious Gospel of Jesus Christ.”92 Leader Life (SDI)
helps the participants discover idols of the soul that have been built to prop up a false
identity of craving acceptance, significance, and security outside of God. The soul
identity of a leader is strengthened when the core needs of the soul are fulfilled in Christ.
The findings of this study align with the literature presented, as Leader Life (SDI)
Training has been effective in strengthening the soul identity (H2) of leaders who
complete the program.
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Terpstra, Bruce, Three Passions of the Soul: A Deep and Transforming
Reorientation of the Soul (Franklin, Tenn.: Carpenter's Son Publishing, 2017), 245-46.
Kindle.
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Reflections on the Research Design
The design of this study was to determine the effectiveness of LL Training as a
tool to develop Christian leaders, specifically to: increase self-understanding (H1),
strengthen soul identity (H2), and improve relational management (H3). Several
limitations were inherent in this project. The first limitation was researcher bias. Since
the researcher was known by many of the participants, it was natural for participants to
respond positively to the questions. However, the dual approach of gathering both
quantitative and qualitative data was valuable to mitigate the bias. As researcher Carol
Roberts says, “A hybrid approach is obtained when quantitative and qualitative
approaches are used together. Blending these two approaches generally allows greater
depth of understanding and insight than what is possible using just one approach. Plus,
blending helps overcome the biases inherent in each method.” 93 Having a large sample of
100 participants contributing to the LLS, and nine interviewees participating in the LLI,
provides depth to the data, leading to more valid and reliable results.
Another limitation was the data relied heavily on the memory of the participants
to recall situations before LL and compare them to similar situations following the
training. Since collecting the data, this limitation seems more significant, since 43% of
the participants received LL Training before 2015. However, the average Standard
Deviation of the Pre-LL scores was not significantly different then Post-LL SD. This
indicates only a minimal variety of answers Pre-LL and even less in Post-LL.
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Table 21. Average SD for Each Hypothesis
Pre-LL Post-LL
Average SD for H1

0.47

0.24

Average SD for H2

0.65

0.11

Average SD for H3

1.54

0.77

Total Average SD

0.89

0.37

Recommendations for Future Research
Recalling Pre-LL situations and comparing them to similar situations after LL has
produced meaningful results that are based on the leader’s reporting of his or her selfperception. Gathering both quantitative and qualitative data has produced significant
scores indicating participants have increased self-understanding, strengthened soul
identity, and improved relational management. These scores are based on the
participants’ ability to recall and express an improvement in each of the three areas. The
results are limited to the participants’ self-awareness.
An alternative approach to the gathering of data would be for participants to do a
360 Leader Life evaluation before the training. Participants could ask groups of friends,
family, and colleagues to give feedback regarding their observations of participants’
levels of self-understanding, perceptions of the strength of his or her soul identity, and
evaluations of his or her relational management. The same 360 Leader Life Evaluation
would be given to these people a few months after the LL Training. The researcher could
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then assess the effects of LL on the people the participants lead. Adding the 360 LL
Evaluation to LLS and LLI collection of data would give a fuller analysis of other
people’s perceptions of LL Training effectiveness.

Recommendations for Ministry
The first recommendation is to provide coaching to pastors and Christian leaders
to consistently apply the principles learned in LL SDI training in every area of life and
ministry. Based on the findings of this study, LL is a useful tool to develop Christian
leaders. LL was designed to create a culture of self-discovery, a common language to
promote a healthy dialogue of personal assessment, and an expectation of emotional and
spiritual health for all Christian leaders. LL has begun the shift toward these goals. One
LLS participant recognized this about LL Training, “It has provided a common language
when interacting with other leaders. This enables a deeper dialogue when talking through
issues with personnel.” LL SDI training has created a common language and culture of
increasing self-understanding, tending to the needs of the soul, and improving
relationships.
LL (SDI) Training has provided a robust framework for personal and leadership
development. However, more work is needed so the principles of self-understanding, soul
identity, and relational management can become internalized and second nature for
leaders. The average Post-LL score recorded in LLS was 5.99 (5.99 H1, 6.02 H2, 5.93
H3), indicating most of the participants ‘agreed’ with each of the statements in question.
The gap between ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’ still exists. This one-point variance
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represents the difference between understanding LL principles and applying them
consistently in every situation.
Coaching is the conduit needed to drive the principles of LL deeper into the fabric
of the Metro District and the broader C&MA denomination. Coaches can offer feedback
to leaders helping them uncover blind spots not revealed in the study. For example, a
leader with a green MVS may think he is taking risks, but all the people around him
interpret his behavior as blocking vision. This leader will not realize his lack of selfunderstanding until a coach or mentor offers direct feedback. Coaches can help leaders
develop an intentional plan to stay focused on internalizing the principles taught at LL.
The second recommendation is to enhance LL Training by incorporating more
resources for the formation of the leader’s soul. One of the dynamics that surfaced in the
interviews (LLI) and open comments in the LLS is the positive collaborative effects the
Soul Care Conference had when combined with LL Training. One of the LLS participants
said, “The SDI leadership training was a tremendous building block for me. It helped my
self-awareness. I would not have gotten as much out of the Soul Care training I received
if it were not for the SDI foundation. I needed both.” LL SDI provides the framework for
identifying the core needs of the soul and Soul Care Conference offers practical steps and
profound experiences for leaders to develop healthy souls. LL (SDI) Training and Soul
Care Conference serve as symbiotic resources for leaders to learn how to tend to the care
of the soul.
The Enneagram is another resource LL can utilize to help leaders develop healthy
souls. One of the LLS participants made this observation: “My work with the training and
the Enneagram has helped me to better understand conflict, my soul, and my motivations.
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Together they have helped me be healthier and a better leader.” The Enneagram is a
natural resource for LL because the core needs of the soul are at the center of the
Enneagram. The Enneagram is built around the three core needs (triads) of the soul, head
(safety), heart (acceptance), and gut (significance). Alice Fryling in her book Mirror for
the Soul: A Christian Guide to the Enneagram describes her approach using the
Enneagram as a tool to increase self-understanding and soul care. She says,
For each triad, I will describe the true self, the roadblocks for those in this triad,
the false self as it is manifested in the triad, and the road home, back to the true
self. Remember, the true self reflects the God of love and grace. The false self is
the ego-driven self, out to serve our particular compulsions. We take the road
from the true self to the false self and back to the true self many times a day.94
LL would be enhanced by utilizing the Enneagram as a tool of discovery that
supplements the SDI. The Enneagram provides decades of resources enabling LL
participants to go much deeper in strengthening soul identity.
If LL is to become more influential in developing Christian leaders in the global
context, then the training must intentionally expand beyond the current participant
demographics. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the demographics of participants in
LL as reported from the LLS are 57% Caucasian men and 17% female. LL has proven to
be useful in developing Christian leaders within these demographics. It is the
recommendation of this researcher to explore opportunities to expand LL Training to
include more non-Anglo and female leaders, to explore ways to make the LL Training
more accessible for non-Anglo and female leaders to participate. This could mean
translating LL into different languages and/or utilizing more non-Anglo and female
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trainers. LL should be evaluated to ensure the content is applicable in non-Anglo
cultures. LL is an excellent tool to develop leaders. Intentionally expanding it to different
cultures and demographics will benefit the global church.

Conclusion
The complexities of modern society combined with the demands and challenges
of ministry render too many pastors ineffective in their calling. Burnout, overwhelming
stress, unnecessary conflict, and unhealthy patterns plague pastoral leadership at all
levels. The church desperately needs healthy Christian leaders who can lead effectively.
Leader Life (SDI) Training has proven to be a useful tool to develop Christian leaders in
the Metropolitan District and The C&MA denomination. LL helps Christian leaders
increase in self-understanding, strengthen soul identity, and improve relational
management. This researcher encourages Christian leaders always to seek to understand
themselves better, to tend to the health of their souls, and to do everything to improve
how they manage relationships. The church needs them to be everything God has
destined them to become. To leaders, I say: Keep leaning in, too much is at stake for you
to give up.
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APPENDIX ONE
Leader Life Evaluation Survey (LLS)
Leader Life (SDI) Training Evaluation
Leader Life (SDI) Evaluation Introduction

Thank you for participating in the Leader Life (SDI) Evaluation Survey
Leader Life (SDI) Training was designed to help pastors and church leaders to lead out of their
identity in Christ. The workshop seeks to grow the emotional intelligence of leaders so they will
better understand themselves and others. Self-awareness begins in the soul and impacts selfunderstanding and relational management.
According to our records you have participated in the 3-4 day Leader Life (SDI) training. In our
desire to improve Leader Life (SDI) training we are asking all participants to complete a short
evaluation survey. The information gathered in this survey will help improve the training for future
leaders and the results will be published in a doctoral dissertation written by Doug Bortner.
This survey will evaluate the effectiveness of the Leader Life as a tool to increase selfunderstanding, strengthen your soul identity, and improve your relational management.
This survey is less then twenty questions and will take you less then ten minutes to complete. You
will be asked three sets of questions:
The first section is some basic demographic questions useful for research.
The second section you will be asked to remember a challenging situation six months prior to
your training. You will be asked to answer a set of three questions about yourself prior your
participation in Leader Life (SDI) Training.
The final section you will be asked to choose a current challenging situation and asked to
answer a set of three questions since you completed Leader Life (SDI) Training.
By completing this brief survey, you are giving permission to use this information to evaluate and
improve SDI training having the results published in a doctoral dissertation. All comments and
observations will be recorded anonymously in the dissertation. No names will be reported in any
publication. Any information published in the dissertation will be written in a way to protect your
confidentiality.
Any questions please ask Doug Bortner (dbortner@metrocma.org or 973-412-7025)

1
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Leader Life (SDI) Training Evaluation
Demographics

Thank you for taking the time and giving some basic information about your background that will
enhance the research.
* 1. Are you male or female?
Male
Female

* 2. What is your age?
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or older

* 3. What is your ethnicity? (Please select all that apply.)
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
White / Caucasian
Prefer not to answer
Other (please specify)

2
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* 4. What is your Motivation Value System?
Red
Red-Blue
Blue
Blue-Green
Green
Red-Green
Hub

* 5. What is your leadership position?
Senior Pastor
Assistant/Associate Pastor/Ministry Director
Lay-leader in a church
International Worker
Denominational Leader (District Staff, National Office, IM Field or Regional Leader)
Christian leader outside of church context
Other (please specify)

6. What year did you receive your SDI training?
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
unsure

3
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* 7. Who was your trainer?
Bruce Terpstra
Dave Janssen
Bob Riconda
Doug Bortner
Paul Keidel
Other (please specify)

8. Are you certified to train others in SDI?
Yes
No

9. If you are certified to train others in SDI how many times have you trained others?
0
1-5
5-10
more then 10

4
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Leader Life (SDI) Training Evaluation
Self-Assessment six months PRIOR to Leader Life Training

In this section we are evaluating your self-understanding, soul identity, and relational management
PRIOR to Leader Life (SDI) Training.
Begin by recalling a challenging situation six months prior to you experiencing Leader Life
Training.
Now answer the following sets of questions as you reflect on your self-understanding, knowledge
of your soul needs, and your relational management PRIOR to Leader Life (SDI) Training.
* 10. Please think of a situation six months prior to receiving the Leader Life (SDI) training and answer these
questions about your self-understanding.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

A. I was able to
recognized the
motivation behind my
behavior.
B. I understood how my
motivations changed
when I was in conflict.
C. I recognized when I
entered the different
stages of conflict.
D. I was able to
recognize how other
people perceived my
behavior.
E. I was aware when
my strengths
became overdone.

5
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* 11. Please think of a situation six months prior to receiving the Leader Life (SDI) training and answer these
questions about your knowledge of your soul identity.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

A. I clearly
understood the needs
of my soul.
B. I was aware how my
soul needs impacted my
motivations.
C. I was able to identify
if my self worth was
being achieved through
my own effort.
D. I looked to fulfill my
soul needs in Christ.
E. I was able to identify
threats to my self worth.

* 12. Please think of a situation six months prior to receiving the Leader Life (SDI) training and answer these
questions about how you interact with other people.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

A. I recognized other
people's motivations
behind their behavior.
B. I was able to adjust
my behavior to lead
more effectively.
C. I was able to alter my
approach because I
recognized when other
people entered their
conflict stages.
D. I changed how I
communicated
according to people's
Motivational Value
System.

6
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Leader Life (SDI) Training Evaluation
Current Self-Assessment

In this section we are evaluating your current level of self-understanding, soul identity, and
relational management since completing Leader Life (SDI) Training.
Begin by thinking of a similar challenging situation you faced since completing Leader Life (SDI)
Training.
Now answer the following sets of questions as you reflect on your self-understanding, knowledge
of your soul needs, and your relational management since you completed Leader Life (SDI)
Training.
* 13. Please answer these questions about your self understanding.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

A. I am able to
recognize the motivation
behind my behavior.
B. I understand how my
motivations change
when I am in conflict.
C. I recognize when I
enter the different
stages of conflict.
D. I am able to
recognize how other
people perceive my
behavior.
E, I am aware when
my strengths are
overdone.

7
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* 14. Please answer these questions about your knowledge of your soul identity.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

A. I have a clear
understanding of the
needs of my soul.
B. I recognize how my
soul needs impact my
motivations.
C. I can identify when
my self worth is being
achieved through my
own effort.
D. I allow Christ to
meets my soul needs.
E. I am able to
identity threats to my
self worth.

* 15. Please answer these questions about how you interact with other people.
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

A. I recognize other
people's motivational
value system.
B. I am able to adjust
my behavior to lead
more effectively.
C. I am able to alter my
approach because I
recognize when other
people are entering their
conflict sequence.
D. I change how I
communicate according
to people's Motivational
Value System

8
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Leader Life (SDI) Training Evaluation
Summary Evaluation of Leader Life (SDI) Training

Please provide your evaluation of the helpfulness of the Leader Life (SDI) Training you received.
* 16. On a scale of 1-10, rate how the Leader Life (SDI) training increased your self-understanding.
No change in

Some change in

Significant increase in

the understanding of myself the understanding of myself the understanding of myself

* 17. On a scale from 1-10, the training has helped me to strengthen my soul's core identity in Christ (that
my soul needs are met in Christ)
No help in understanding

Helpful in understanding

Very helpful

my soul's core identity in

my soul's core identity in

in understanding my soul's

Christ

Christ

core identity in Christ

* 18. On a scale from 1-10, rate how the Leader Life (SDI) Training helped you to manage
relationships more effectively.
No help in managing
relationships

Some help in managing
relationships

Has helped in managing
relationships

* 19. On a scale of 1-10, rate how Leader Life (SDI) Training has prepared you to lead in your ministry
setting.
Not better prepared

Somewhat prepared

Better Prepared

20. Any comments you have on the effectiveness of the Leader Life (SDI) Training?

9
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APPENDIX TWO
Leader Life Interview Rubric (LLI)
Name:

Pre-LL or Post-LL

Date:

Time:

Christian leaders who participate in Leader Life will increase their level of selfunderstanding.
• Tell a story where you could identify how your motivations affected your
behavior. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
• Think of a situation in which your self-worth was threatened. Describe if you
recognized how your motives changed as the conflict escalated. (Pre-LL and PostLL)
• Narrate a story in which you were aware how other people perceived your
motivations. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)

Participants
understand
how ones
motivation
drives
behavior.

Participants
understand
how ones
motivations
change in
conflict.
Participants
recognize
how other
people

Low - 1
Has little or no
understanding of
what drives their
behavior

Medium - 2
Able to articulate a
limited understanding
of an underlying
drive that determines
his/her behavior. For
example: I am people
person, driven
person, detailed
person, or a
combination of all
three.

High - 3
Able to clearly describe the
motivation(s) that drive
his/her behavior, they
understand they are a blend
or combination of three
primary motives: BLUE
(nurturing) RED
(directive) GREEN
(autonomous).

Has little or no
understanding that
there are any
motivational
changes when
conflict escalates.

Can articulate a
limited understanding
of a change of
motivations when
conflict escalates.

Able to recognize when
their motivation changes in
conflict and can distinguish
the different motivations
BLUE (accommodate)
RED (assert) GREEN
(analyze) as they go deeper
in conflict.

Can offer little or
no details how
other people
perceive their

Able to describe in
generalities how
other people perceive
their strengths and

Able to describe in details
how other people perceive
their strengths and
overdone strengths. (See
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perceive
his/her
behavior.

strengths and
overdone
strengths.

overdone strengths.
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Strengths and Overdone
Strengths descriptions in
the SDI Interpretive Guide)

Name:

Pre-LL or Post-LL

Date:

Time:

Christian leaders who participant in Leader Life will have a stronger soul identity
•
•
•

Describe a situation where you could identify connections between your
motivation, behavior, and your soul needs. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
Explain how you adjusted your spiritual care to ensure Christ was the one
fulfilling your soul needs. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
Tell me a story where you avoided entering into conflict because of your care for
the soul (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
Medium - 2
Can make some
general
connections
between
motivations and
his/her soul needs.

High - 3
Able to clearly and
specifically identify
motivations that come
from his/her soul needs.
(Red=Significance, Blue
= Acceptance, and Green
= Security)

Can give some
general and
periodical changes
in his or her
spiritual care to
fulfill their soul
needs in Christ.
Participants with
Has little or no
Has some limited
strong Soul Identity stories in which
stories in which
are able to
he/she avoid
he/she avoid
recognize and
entering his or
entering his or her
overcome the
her own conflict conflict sequence
triggers that
sequence because because of his or
threaten ones selfof his or her care her care for the
worth sending them for the soul
soul
into the stages of
conflict.

Able to identify specific
and intentional changes in
his or her spiritual care to
fulfill their soul needs in
Christ.

Participants with
strong Soul Identity
understand
motivations come
from ones core
identity in Christ.

Participants with
Strong Soul
Identity are able to
cultivate a healthy
soul.

Low - 1
Makes little or no
connection
between
motivations and
his/her soul
needs.

Makes little or no
changes in his or
her spiritual care
to fulfill their
soul needs in
Christ.
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Able to articulate
consistent stories in which
he/she avoid entering his
or her conflict sequence
because of his or her care
for the soul

Name:

Pre-LL or Post-LL

Date:

Time:

Christian leaders who participate in Leader Life will report improved relational
management.
•
•
•

Recall a story where you adjusted your behavior to accommodate someone else’s
MVS for the common good. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
Describe how you changed your approach to conflict because you recognized
someone was entering their conflict sequence. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)
Tell me a story of how you changed the way you communicated with someone of
a different MVS so they could better understand you. (Pre-LL and Post-LL)

Participants value
other peoples
motivational
system (MVS).

Participants are
able to alter ones
approach to
conflict when they
recognize someone
is entering their
conflict sequence.

Participants are
able to adjust their
communication
style to include all
MVS.

Low - 1
Has limited ability
to identify other
peoples MVS (Red,
Blue, Green, Hub)
and makes little or
no adjustments to
behavior to
accommodate
someone else’s
MVS for the
common good

Medium - 2
At timed can
identify other
peoples MVS (Red,
Blue, Green, Hub)
and occasionally
adjust behavior to
accommodate
someone else’s MVS
for the common
good

High - 3
Able to consistently
identify other peoples
MVS (Red, Blue,
Green, Hub) and is
able to adjust
behavior to
accommodate
someone else’s MVS
for the common good

Shows little or no
recognition and
change to his or her
approach in
conflict because of
a minimal
recognition when
other people are
entering a conflict
sequence.

At times are able to
recognize and
change his or her
approach in conflict
because they are
able to identify when
other people are
entering a conflict
sequence.

Able to regularly
recognize and change
his or her approach in
conflict because they
are able to identify
when other people
are entering a conflict
sequence.

Offers little or no
adjustment to his or
her communication
style to other
people’s MVS

Able to periodically
adjust his or her
communication style
to other people’s
MVS

Able to naturally
adjust his or her
communication style
to other people’s
MVS
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